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Preface 

This report has been written as a partial requirement for the degree of Master of 
Science. To understand the way this report is set up, it is important to know the 
history of it. I ·~ I 

At the beginning of August 2001, the author started a'research at the Technical 
University of Eindhoven (TU/e), department Mechanical Engineering, The 
Netherlands. 
This literature research took a look at the history of "ultrasonic vibration cutting". It-
main purpose was, to prepare the author f~~,~larger in scale at the 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte (UNCC), Center for Precision Metrology, 
United States of America. 
The author started inthe-begimling of October 2001 with his research at the UNCC. 
He ended his research at the end of March 2002. 

This report is divided into two parts. The first part is mainly written in the 
Netherlands and covers the results of the literature research. The second part publishes 
the results ofthe research done at_)he UNCC. 

To get a total picture of"ultrasonic vibration cutting", the two Parts should be read as 
a whole. Nevertheless, they can be read separately. 

Jeroen A.A. van Assen 
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Abstract 

Ultrasonic vibration cutting is a relatively new technique used to cut hard or brittle 
materials like ceramic, glass and different sorts of metals on a Single Point Diamond 
Turning (SPDT) machine. In normal Single Point Diamond Turning it is only possible 
to cut soft materials like brass and aluminum. Cutting materials like steel results in 
excessive tool wear. Researchers all over the world have done extensive research in 
the field of ultrasonic vibration cutting and some even succeeded in cutting hardened 
steel without excessive tool wear. Though the technique seems to be promising 
nobody understands its fundamentals exactly. 

The main reason for this is the lack of data of this process. Generally researchers used 
tools vibrating at a constant resonant frequency to perform the cutting. The 
experiments were not able to investigate the relationship between cutting frequencies 
and stroke on the one hand and tool wear and cutting forces on the other hand. 

To do fundamental research in the field of ultrasonic vibration cutting, a tool is 
necessary which has a variable cutting frequency, stroke and vibration mode. If these 
parameters can be changed any time during an experiment important relationships can 
be derived which might reveal the well-kept secrets of ultrasonic vibration cutting. 

A new technique will be presented to build a tool, which will be able to fulfill these 
requirements. The technique basically consists out of a flexure system with an 
extremely high natural frequency and an in comparison low stiffness, driven by a set 
of piezoelectric elements which are actuated by a pulse generator. 
If the response of the PZTs would be optimal, an impulse in the system would result 
in a perfect impulse output. In that way several PZTs can be combined in series to 
virtual multiply the drive frequency to obtain a higher output frequency. This theory 
in combination with an adjusted pulse width input and the new flexure system leads to 
a new technique, which can be used in the future to actually do cutting experiments. 
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Part 1: Ultra precision single point diamond turning 

A literature research conducted at the Technical University of Eindhoven, Faculty of 
Mechanical engineering, Precision Engineering, The Netherlands. 

Period: August-September 2001 
Advisor: Prof. Dr. Ir. P.H.J. Schellekens 
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Formulation of the problem 
There has been an increasing demand, from industries all over the world, for high 
precision products made from (hardened) steel. Grinding these products takes a lot of 
time and effort, therefore some researchers tried to cut (hardened) steel by applying 
single point diamond turning. It seemed not possible to cut (hardened) steel with 
diamond tools because of excessive wear rates of the diamond tool tip. 
This lead to the development of a new cutting technique. Applying ultrasonic 
vibrations on the tool head, researchers stated that it seemed possible to cut hardened 
steel using the new technique. Wear rates of the diamond tool tip reduced 
significantly. Nevertheless, the technique is still in an experimental phase. 

Aim of the research 
Obtaining relevant information and knowledge about ultrasonic vibration cutting by 
an extensive literature research and by experiences with the new technique in 
industries. Once the necessary information is obtained, look at several aspects of 
ultrasonic vibration cutting in more detail. 
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1 Introduction 

1. 1 General introduction 
Over the last 200 years, progress towards greater precision has led to tolerances less 
than 1 micron and surface roughness less than Rmax 0.1 j..tm. Therefore the progress of 
machining accuracy, which has improved by at least one order of magnitude in the 
past few decades, has been considerable. The main pressure for this development is 
the demand for greater miniaturization, for better systems performance and for better 
quality control. To satisfy these demands a whole new range oftechniques had to be 
developed, because it is not possible to extend the conventional machining processes 
as grinding [ 1] *. 

1.2 History 
The new technology, which is referred to, is Single Point Diamond Turning (SPDT). 
Parallel developments in Europe and the USA starting in the 1940s have led to 
widespread use of SPDT. For much of this period, quality of the parts produced was 
limited largely by machine performance, which was the focus of most development 
efforts. More recently there has been increased interest in understanding the details of 
tool-workpiece interactions. [2] 
The ultra-precision machining community had in the early days generally accepted the 
premise that only certain materials are "diamond turnable". In practice diamond 
turnable materials are those where the tool wear rate is low enough that reasonable 
areas of surface can economically be produced. It is well known that non-ferrous 
metals as aluminum and copper are turnable. Some decent research has been 
conducted in this field. The ability of turning non-ferrous metals has nowadays been 
widespread. It has been applied to machine various light metals such as aluminum for 
computer disks and copper for mirrors of laser equipment. 
The potential need for ultra-precision machining of steels was quite high. However 
the SPDT technique could not be applied to steels because of excessive wear of the 
diamond cutting tool. Cutting distances were in the order of tenths of a meter. In order 
to solve this problem, Casstevens [3] tried turning of high carbon steel in a carbon
saturated atmosphere. Masuda et al. and Moriwaki et al. employed single crystal and 
sintered CBN tools (Cubic Borium Nitride) in turning steel [ 4+5]. In order to reduce 
the frictional force between the tool rake and the chip efforts have been made to 
develop new lubricant technologies, rotary tools, new tool geometry, free cutting 
materials, cryogenic atmospheres [2] and so on. 
All these attempts were not necessarily successful to satisfy both the practically long 
tool life and the optical quality surfaces. [ 6] 
Besides the cutting of steel ductile cutting of brittle materials such as ceramics and 
glasses was and probably still is recognized as a necessary technology with important 
applications. Just like steel, researchers recognized that is not possible to cut brittle 
materials with an ordinary SPDT technique. In cutting brittle materials it is necessary 
to keep the depth of cut and the feed rate below a certain critical value, which govern /' {JJi.A//l)/(~ 
the transition from plastic flow along the tool edge to brittle fracture. It is, however, 
difficult to keep the depth of cut and the feed rate at extremely low level over a wide ··· J · r / 
range of cutting region even with ultra-precision machine tools. [7] 

* [Nr.] Refers to the source used. The number refers to the number in the literature list. 
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Because of the need to cut steel and brittle materials a new technique was investigated 
by Kumabe et al. [8]. As regards the wear of the diamond cutting tool, he reported that 
the steel could be machined with a diamond tool by applying an ultrasonic vibration 
to the tool. Although the accuracy of machining did not reach the level of ultra
precision, it seemed to be promising to solve the problem ofthe wear of the diamond 
tool. [6] 

After this discovery several research institutes used the technique to cut steel and 
glass. 
First there were experiments conducted by Weber [9] and Moriwaki et al. [6] applying 
ultrasonic vibration on the cutting of stainless steels and glass. 
The experiment of Weber showed: 
1. It is possible to increase tool life up to 20 times while cutting glass by 

superimposing the cutting operation with ultrasonic vibrations. 
2. Ultrasonic super position is able to prevent the formation of built-up edges while 

cutting steel. 
The experiments of Moriwaki showed: 
1. The feasibility of ultra-precision diamond machining of the steel family. 
2. An optical quality mirror of stainless steel with surface roughness of 0.026 ~-tm can 

be obtained. 
3. High quality surfaces are obtained stable, up to a cutting distance of 1600 m. 

This kind of research was a breakthrough in the ability of machining the steel and 
glass family [7]. 
Because little was understood of the actual mechanism of tool wear during ultrasonic 
operation, research was conducted. Li investigated the effect of tool vibration on tool 
wear in ultrasonic vibration cutting [10], he concluded that ultrasonic vibration 
decreases tool crater wear but increases tool flank wear, this will be explained in 
detail later. Kim looked at the characteristics of chip generation during extremely low 
cutting velocity [11]. 
In the last decade an improvement of the traditional ultrasonic vibration technique 
emerged. Ultra-precision machining of hardened steel is required for precision molds 
and dies for various plastic and steel products, etc. They are normally ground and 
polished subsequently, however the diamond turning has many advantages of high 
geometrical accuracy, good surface quality, high machining efficiency and capability 
to machine complicated shapes. In order to realize the diamond cutting of hardened 
steel, an elliptical vibrating tool was developed. The development of this tool and the 
experimental phase were conducted by Moriwaki et al.[12+ 13+ 14]. After five years 
(start in 1994) they were able to cut hardened steel with a flexible microstructure. 

Still there must be admitted that actually little is understood of the real material 
removal process. Although, as mentioned, several researchers in the past have done 
extensive research in this field there is still a lot to be done in the future. 
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2 Understanding the Single Point Diamond Turning 
Process of ferrous materials 

In order to obtain the demanded high precision surfaces one has to fulfill a certain 
amount of criteria. The geometrical accuracy of the products is determined by: 
1. The machine layout (Chapter 3) 

Static and dynamical behavior 
Numerical control 
Thermal behavior etc. 

2. The cutting process (Chapter 2) 
Wear and geometry of the tool 
Vibrations etc. 

In this Chapter the attention is focused at the cutting process. Because the cutting 
process of ferrous materials is a rather complicated subject, not every detail is 
discussed. 

2. 1 Different types of tool wear 
Tool wear performance is an important factor in cutting difficult-to-machine materials 
and precision machining. There are usually two types of tool wear in metal cutting 
(Fig 2.1 ). One is crater wear, which occurs in the form of a small depression at the 
tool rake face. Another is flank wear, which appears as a land immediately below the 

Crater wear 

Fig 2.1: types oftool wear 

cutting edge. In general, the crater wear affects the chip formation process, the flank 
wear affects the machined workpiece quality and a combination of both affects the 
strength of the tool cutting edge. 

2. 2 Cutting forces 
This part is partially obtained from: fundamentals of machining and machine tools by 
Boothroyd [ 15] 

All metal-cutting operations can be likened to the process shown in fig 2.2. This 
figure represents a special case of cutting. This two-dimensional problem is known as 
orthogonal cutting, hereby is the cutting edge of the tool arranged to be perpendicular 
to the direction of relative work-tool motion (feed direction). This model lends itself 
to research applications where it is desirable to eliminate as many of the independent 
variables as possible. 
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However single point diamond cutting is a three-dimensional non-orthogonal process. 
This means that widely used relatively simple models of orthogonal cutting cannot be 
used without modifications. 

Rake face 

Undeformed chip 

Fig 2.2: two-dimensional model 

Flank face 

New workpiece 
surface 

The cutting tool basically consists of two surfaces intersecting to form the cutting 
edge. The surface along which the chip flows is known as the rake face, or simply as 
the face, and the surface ground back to clear the new or machined workpiece surface 

~~gle 
... ········· 

Shear angle 

Fig 2.3: definitions of angles 

is known as the flank or clearance face. The depth of the individual layer of material 
removed by the action of the tool is known as the undeformed chip thickness. One of 
the most important variables in metal cutting is the slope of the tool face, and this 
slope, or angle, is specified in orthogonal cutting by the angle between the tool face 
and a line perpendicular to the new work surface as shown in fig 2.3. This angle is 
known as the rake angle. 

The tool flank plays no part in the process off chip removal, however, the clearance 
angle can affect the rate at which the cutting tool wears. [15] 

In orthogonal cutting the resultant force Fr applied to the chip by the tool lies in a 
plane normal to the tool cutting edge (fig 2.4). This force is normally determined from 
the measurement of two orthogonal components: one in the direction of cutting (F c) 
and one in the direction of thrust (Ft). 
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Fig 2.4: definitions of the cutting forces 

If the resultant tool force Fr is resolved in a direction parallel to the shear plane, the 
force Fs required to shear the work material and form the chip is obtained. This force 
is very important in predicting the machinability of a specific material. Note: if the 
shear angle increases, the force required to form a chip will be reduced. If the 
resultant force Fr is resolved in a direction parallel to the tool face, the friction force Ff 
is obtained. 

The resultant force in metal cutting is distributed over the areas of the tool that contact 
the chip and workpiece. As the tool edge "plows" its way through the work material, 
th~ force that acts on the worn tool cutting edge forms only a small proportion of the 
cutting force at large values of the undeformed chip thickness. At small values of the 
undeformed chip thickness, however, the force that acts on the tool edge is large and 
cannot be neglected. 
Because of the high stresses acting near the tool cutting edge, deformation of the tool 
material may occur in this region. This deformation would cause contact between the 
tool and the new workpiece surface over a small area of the tool flank. Thus when 
sharp cutting tools are used, a frictional force may act in the tool-flank region. Neither 
the force acting on the tool edge or the force that may act on the tool flank contributes 
to removal of the chip, and these forces will referred to as the plowing force F P 

The existence of the plowing force results in certain important effects and can explain 
the so-called size effect. This term refers to the increase in specific cutting energy at 
low values ofundeformed chip thickness. It is thought that the plowing force Fp is 
constant and therefore becomes a greater proportion of the total cutting force as the 
chip thickness decreases. So in diamond turning with very low undeformed chip 
thickness the specific cutting energy will be very high. 

2.3 Tool wear mechanisms 
This part is partially obtained from: Cryogenic diamond turning of Stainless steel by 
Evans [2 1 and Chemical aspects of tool wear in single point diamond turning by Paul 
and Evans [20 1 

Wear of single crystal diamond turning tools may occur by a number of mechanisms, 
which may take place simultaneously or interactively. 
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1. Adhesion and the formation of a built-up edge; Under some conditions the 
friction between the chip and the tool is so great that the chip material welds itself 
to the tool face. The resulting pile of material is referred to as a built-up edge. An 
increasing built-up edge increases tensile forces on the diamond edge, which 
eventually fractures, and the process starts again. 

2. Abrasion; It is common experience in diamond turning soft metals that hard 
particles causes chipping on the tool edge and a degradation of surface finish. 
These hard particles may be highly strain-hardened fragments of an unstable built
up edge or hard constituents in the material itself. 

3. Tribothermal; Increased temperatures at the tool-work interface may cause 
thermal degradation of the diamond. Diamond is an unstable form of carbon and 
reverts to graphite at elevated temperatures (above approximately 1000 K). 

4. Tribochemical; Three types of chemical wear are possible: oxidation, diffusion 
and catalyzed graphitization. First of all diamond oxidizes rapidly at high 
temperatures (above 900 K). It is also possible that carbon diffuses from the 
diamond tool into the ferrous work-piece. Solid state diffusion occurs when atoms 
move from a region of high atomic concentration to one of low concentration. 
This process is dependent on the existing temperature. 

A number of the above mentioned mechanisms might be involved in tool wear in the 
single point diamond turning of steels. More than one mechanism may contribute, and 
the balance of mechanisms is clearly a strong function of specific operating 
conditions. 
Some extensive research has been done to find the dominant mechanism. Problems in 
comparing the different researches are the operating conditions. Each research handles 
its own cutting conditions like feed and undeformed chip thickness. 

Possible dominant wear mechanisms: 
ad 1. One theory reports the formation of a built up edge when diamond turning low 

carbon steel. A built-up edge was formed on the diamond tool and the resulting 
surface finish was poor but the cutting edge of the diamond remained sharp and 
even. In this experiment material removal rates were high compared to modem 
diamond turning practice. 
Another research observed that above a critical sliding speed metal is smeared 
over the surface of the diamond. The diamond is untouched, the rubbing 
interface is metal on metal and adhesion prevents diamond wear. Below the 
critical speed there is no apparent metallic transfer and the diamond wears 
rapidly. 
One explanation for the high wear rates of diamond tools in machining steel 
that has been proposed is based on an unstable built up edge. If one of these 
mechanisms were dominant, evidence ofthe built-up edge should be seen on 
the tool, no such evidence has been found by Evans, Wilks or Casstevens 
[2]+[3]. 

ad 2. Watson points out that inclusions in steels may have Vickers hardness up to 2 
orders of magnitude greater than the iron matrix. Inclusion hardness, however, 
is still less than diamond hardness. Thus the mechanism for inclusion removal 
is probably microcleavage. The wear of the diamond during microcleavage is a 
fracture along the preferred cleavage plane rather than abrasion. 
Contrary to expectation diamond shows fatigue behavior. The fatigue 
mechanism may contribute to tool wear when machining steels of relatively 
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low hardness. In this case, the carbides will introduce relatively high frequency 
cyclic stresses. 

ad 3. In order to estimate the contribution of tribothermal wear to the wear of the 
diamond tool, one has to measure the temperature of the rake face. There seems 
to be a tendency to accept the fact that tool temperatures are well below the 
critical temperature of graphitization [2]. This is also reported by Lucca and 
Seo. They did some experiments on electroless nickel and steel. If thermal 
graphitization would be the primary wear mechanism, wear rates should be 
similar. But they were not. In fact the wear rates were some orders of 
magnitude different. Some other researchers [ 16] mentioned that the pressure 
upon a certain face of the diamond tool could interact with the graphitization of 
the diamond. At pressures of 3500 Mpa (as can be estimated on the rake face) 
diamond is the stable configuration of carbon up to 1 000 K. On the other hand, 
the mean pressure on the flank wear land is significantly lower. At typical flank 
face pressures, diamond is meta-stable at any temperature. They concluded that 
graphitization is therefore likely to occur at the flank face of the tool. 
Note: this proceeding was talking about thermal graphitization. So this means 
graphitization initiated by temperature, not by tool-workpiece contact! 

ad 4. In explaining observations of chemical wear several different approaches have 
been used. Empirical correlations relate melting points and crystal structures to 
materials that excessively wear diamond tools. There is also some correlation 
with hardness. However careful examination of the data shows unexplained 
anomalies for each of these approaches. Paul proposed that unpaired d electrons 
in the workpiece allow carbon-carbon bond breaking in diamonds followed by 
metal-carbon complex formation, leading to chemical wear. 
Chemical reaction rates can be understood in terms of mechanisms that lead 
from reactants through intermediate transition complexes to product formation. 
The rate of reaction is related to the ease of formation of the intermediate 
complex and is affected by the reacting species, temperature, pathways and 
environmental conditions. In this way carbon atoms can revert to the diamond 
lattice, form graphite structures, react with other materials in the environment 
or diffuse into the metal if there are vacancies available. 

Until this moment it is very difficult to say which mechanism is the dominant one. 
Though the wear mechanisms are not understood completely, researchers have found 
some variables by experiment that seem to be of high importance. Probably the most 
important one is the temperature. Temperature increases the rate of chemical reactions 
exponentially. 
The temperature at the diamond tool head is directly deviated from the cutting forces. 
Therefore some extensive research has been done to find the optimal cutting 
conditions for various materials. Factors like cut depths, feed and rake angle were 
investigated. 

Note that any wear of the diamond tool will increase tool forces and hence 
temperature; this in turn will increase the rate of tribochemical and tribothermal wear 
mechanisms. 
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3 Necessary machining conditions for ultra
precision turning 

Not only understanding the cutting process, as discussed in Chapter 2, but controlling 
the total package of machining conditions is an important factor. In order to achieve 
earlier mentioned accuracy's, the static, dynamic and thermal behavior ofthe 
machine's components should be analyzed. 

3. 1 Machine statics and dynamics 

The force-loop between the workpiece and the tool has to be one of very high 
stiffness. Because of rake -and flank forces, the machine will deviate from its wanted 
path. Besides its static behavior, the machine dynamics are extremely important. The 
machine, cutting tool and workpiece form a structural system with a complicated 
dynamic characteristic. Under certain conditions vibrations of the structural system 
may occur, and as with all types of machinery, these vibrations may be divided into 
threebasictypes[15]: //--~ -·· ~~\ 

1. Free or transient vibrations: resulting ffom impulses tr~~ferred to the structure 
through its foundation as from rapid re"Ver§(ll~_().(masses, such as machine tables. 
The structure is deflected and oscillates in its natural modes of vibration. 

2. Forced vibrations: resulting from periodic forces within the system, such as 
unbalanced rotating spindles, or transmitted through the foundations from nearby 
machinery. 

3. Self-excited vibrations: usually resulting from a dynamic instability of the cutting 
process. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as machine tool chatter. 

It is important to limit vibrations of the machine tool structure as their presence results 
in poor surface finish, cutting-edge damage and irritating noise. These deviations to 
vibrations may be reduced by [1]: 
1. Eliminating or reducing the exciting forces 
2. A voiding the coincidence of frequencies of exciting forces and natural frequencies 

of the machine tools. 
3. Increasing the stiffness and the damping of the machine elements. 
In order to do this; it is necessary to know the sources, amplitudes and frequencies of 
the vibrations as well as the properties of the machine elements. 

These demands have, in the past, led to the development of high accuracy lathes. The 
precision lathe usually comprises a spindle with hydrostatic or aerostatic bearings, 
hydrostatic or aerostatic linear slides, an air and/or oil supply system, a motor for 
driving the spindle and a position control system. 

Any remaining errors should be minimized by introducing better metrology and 
control systems. 
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4 Applying ultrasonic vibration 

In Chapter 2 we concluded that wear of the diamond tool is the limiting factor in 
turning steel. In the past, several methods for reducing tool wear in diamond turning 
of steel have been proposed, i.e. cryogenic turning by cooling the tool-workpiece 
system with liquid nitrogen and turning in inert and other gas atmospheres. These 
experiments were valuable for understanding the wear process, but the techniques are 
not suitable for precision turning of steel. 
As regards to the wear of the diamond cutting tool, Kumabe [8] reported that steel can 
be machined with a diamond tool by applying an ultrasonic vibration. 

4. 1 "Linear" ultrasonic vibration cutting 
In the first report about ultrasonic vibration cutting Kumabe noted that there are three 
possible directions in which the vibration can take place: a) the cutting direction; b) 
the thrust direction; and c) the feed direction. Kumabe reported that the application of 
ultrasonic vibration only in the cutting direction was practical (Fig. 4.1 ). 

Tool 

v 

... .. 
Vibrating direction 

Workpiece 

Fig 4.1: orthogonal cutting with ultrasonic vibrated tool in the cutting direction 

H. Weber et al. [9] conducted a research, where they tried to cut glass and metal with 
an ultrasonically vibrated tool. The tests in turning were performed by a cutting tool 
system who's cutting edge carried out a linear ultrasonic vibration in the cutting 
direction within the 20 kHz range. 
The turning operation with ultrasonic vibration results in a periodic interruption of the 
cut. Weber mentioned that the wear of the tools is much more influenced by ultrasonic 
vibration than the cutting force. Note that Weber used tungsten carbide as cutting tool. 
At the end of his research Weber concluded that the tool life increased up to 20 times 
by superimposing ultrasonic vibrations when compared with the normal turning of 
glass. The basic reason was according to Weber to be seen in stimulating the 
fracturing process typical of the chip formation in glass. Weber also observed that 
cutting steel at low surface speed in compliance with an ultrasonically vibrated tool 
reduced surface roughness. 
Afterwards T. Moriwaki [6] tried cutting stainless steel by applying ultrasonic 
vibration. Moriwaki applied a vibration in the cutting direction only. 
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Moriwaki used a high oscillation frequency of 40 kHz, in way of reducing vibration 
marks on the finished surface. And indeed after some experiment he concluded that 
the roughness in the cut direction was lower that in the feed direction (1 0 ).lrnlrev). 
Moriwaki was the first researcher who showed that ultra-precision diamond 
machining of steel was possible by applying ultrasonic vibration. 

Several studies were conducted and overall they concluded the same. Compared to 
conventional cutting, the friction coefficients at the cool-chip interface and tool flank
work interface are lower, the chip formation process is facilitated, and consequently 
the cutting forces and temperature are lower, the machined surface finish is better and 
the residual stresses at the machined workpiece surface are less [10]. 
As research proceeded little was understood about the effect of ultrasonic vibration on 
tool wear. However, since tool wear performance is an important factor in cutting of 
difficult-to-machine materials, the problem is to be considered. Li did some research 
on this problem. 

4.1.1 Analyses on tool wear 

This part is partially obtained from: The effect of tool vibration on tool wear in 
ultrasonic vibration cutting by Xiaoping Li [I 0}. 

The mechanics of the tool cutting edge vibrated in the cutting direction for turning is 
considered as follows: 
In ultrasonic vibration cutting, due to the tool vibration, the actual cutting velocity of 
the vibrated tool cutting edge relative to the workpiece is: 
V=V0 +A·w·cos(w·t) [4.1] 

where V 0 is the cutting speed and A the amplitude of the vibration. Compared to the 
cutting speed V 0 , V can be much higher at one moment and much lower in the next, 
depending on the vibration frequency and amplitude. 
When: 
A·w 
->1 [4.2] 

Vo 
the tool cutting edge will be separated frequently from the chip, which would not 
happen in conventional cutting. Due to this separation, there is a discrepancy between 
the net cutting time and the time for cutting. If separation occurs, the net cutting time 
is less than the time for cutting. 

In conventional cutting the distance of the tool sliding over the machined workpiece 
surface is: 
L 0 = 1r · D · n · t [ 4.3] 

where D is the diameter of the workpiece, n is the number of revolutions per time unit 
and t is the cutting time used. In ultrasonic vibration, an extra sliding distance L1L is 
introduced. Therefore the actual sliding distance L is the sum of Lo and L1L. 
L=L0 +M [4.4] 

M=2·A·f·t [4.5] 

f = __!!!____ 
2·Jr 

[4.6] 
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Li investigated tool crater and tool flank wear. In ultrasonic vibration cutting the tool 
rake face is separated each cycle from the chip (if equation 4.2 is fulfilled). Therefore, 
the crater wear should b~ less compared to conventional cutting. Another effect of the 
separations on the crater wear process is that during each of the separations cutting 
fluids or surrounding air can access the tool-chip contact region, which never occurs 
in conventional cutting at normal conditions. Also, since the time interval for each of 
the tool-chip separations increases with increasing tool vibration amplitude or 
frequency, it can be expected that the tool crater wear rate decreases with increasing 
the vibration amplitude or frequency. 
In ultrasonic vibration cutting, the wear process of the tool flank might be intensified 
by the vibration. The distance of the tool sliding over the machined workpiece surface 
can be much longer compared to conventional cutting. This might increase abrasive 
wear on the tool flank. 

The foregoing review was proved by experiments by Li. Thus ultrasonic vibration 
cutting reduces tool crater wear but increases tool flank wear. 

Another problem when cutting hardened steel arises at the tool edge and is called 
chipping. Jin and Murakawa [ 17] proposed that chipping and unusual wear of the 
cutting edge could be reduced successfully by means of "inclined" tools. Jin 
considered that he main cause of chipping on the tool edge during ultrasonic vibration 
cutting is when the vibrating tool leaves the cutting point of the workpiece, the flank 
of the tool collides or rubs against the surface of the workpiece. Thus, it is considered 
that the flank of the tool collides with the workpiece because of the elastic recovery 
(strain due to thrust force on tool) of the workpiece and/or the tool. 
To prevent contact between the flank face and the workpiece, an attempt was made to 
make the vibrating direction incline toward the depth-of-cut direction from the cutting 
direction by tens of degrees (angle e, see fig. 4.2) 

v 

Tool 

~//je 

Workpiece 

Fig 4.2: principle of the inclined ultrasonic vibration cutting method 

Jin named this way of cutting an "inclined" ultrasonic vibration cutting method and 
concluded that stable finish cutting can be carried out without tool chipping, if 
hardened steel is cut using an inclined vibration direction at a level of about 30° 
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4.1.2 Development of an ultrasonic vibration cutting tool system 
Most conventional ultrasonic vibration cutting tools use a longitudinal vibration mode 
or a bending vibration mode. Both the overhang lengths in longitudinal -and bending 
vibration mode are much longer than in conventional turning because there must be a 
certain distance from both the fixed point and the node of vibration to the tool tip. An 
advantage of the bending vibration mode: the overhang length at same rigidity in a 
longitudinal vibration mode is longer than one in bending mode. 

The longitudinal vibration tool Moriwaki used was of a minor quality (Fig 4.3). 
Besides the "'ibration in the cutting direction there was a lateral vibration 

BL Horn Support Diamond tip 

I • j 
: ' ~ ... 

) 

·j Bolt 
Fig 4.3: ultrasonically vibrated tool by Moriwaki eta!. 

superimposed due to the unbalanced weight of the tool tip at the end of the horn. The 
tool is also not rigid enough to prevent chipping as mentioned above. A bolted 
Langevin type transducer is employed to generate the ultrasonic vibration in the axial 
direction. The amplitude of vibration is magnified by three times as the vibration is 
transmitted through the stepped horn. 
Jin and Murakawa developed an ultrasonic vibration cutting tool system with a greater 
stiffness in both the thrust and feed direction. Because of the high stiffness, the 
researchers hoped that an actual one way linear movement of the tool would be 
created as well as no deviation of the tool due to thrust forces, preventing chipping. 

A cutting tool system was fabricated as shown in Appendix A. 
For improving the rigidity of the tool, the longitudinal vibration mode is applied. The 
tool is strongly attached to a tool post at four nodal points of the tool shank. The 
resonance frequency of this tool is 21 kHz and the amplitude is 15 ~-tm. 

The researchers concluded that this tool has not yet reached the level of practical 
application. The chipping was, though less, still observed. In terms of the cause of 
this, it is considered that the improvement of the rigidity of the tool is not complete as 
a countermeasure for preventing contact between the flank face of the tool and the cut 
surface of the workpiece. Inclining the tool didn't appear to be the right solution. 
In the following paragraph a new method is proposed to prevent chipping at the tool 
edge. 
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4.2 Elliptical ultrasonic vibration cutting 
The ultrasonic vibration cutting, as mentioned before, has been successfully applied to 
ultra-precision diamond cutting of difficult-to-cut materials, including steel and glass 
materials. Generally the tool is vibrated in the cutting direction, so that the tool is 
separated from the chip in each cycle of the vibration. When cutting hardened steel 
chipping of the cutting edge determined the tool wear generally. 
Shamoto and Moriwaki [12+ 13+ 14] proposed to vibrate the cutting tool in a plane 
including the cutting direction and the thrust direction in an elliptical vibration mode 
(see fig 4.4). In this way the tool also has a velocity component in the chip flow 
direction in each cutting cycle after it 
penetrates into the workpiece. 
The cutting takes place after re
entering of the cutting edge into the 
workpiece, and the chip is mainly 
pulled up and formed while the tool 
moves up in the chip flow direction. 
The tool moves down without cutting 
while it is separated from the chip. As 
a consequence, the frictional force 
between the tool rake and the chip is 
effectively reduced by reversing the 
frictional direction, and the reversed 
frictional force assists the chip to 
flow out. 
There should be noted that the 

Chip Tool 

Workpiece 
,.-,(-)(-)(-)(-', 

I I V V V \ \. 

'"""' I I II II I 
I I I I I I 

II II I f 1 ,,,.,,,, 
\ \ 1\ I\ 1\ I I 1 

--~-uo_J_~~-~-~-~-g_e_ 'w•w·..:.~·J' 
Fig 4.4: Elliptical vibration cutting 

instantaneous cutting direction is not constant in this way of cutting. Also the 
clearance angle is changing all the time. Because this clearance angle is changing 
during cutting there is a critical value to be found. The nominal clearance angle needs 
to be greater than this critical value. 

Shamoto and Moriwaki did the first experiments cutting copper with a high speed tool 
at a rather low frequency [13]. They concluded: a) the chip thickness and the cutting 
forces are reduced significantly by applying the elliptical vibration as compared with 
the conventional vibration cutting. b) The shear angle is increased, as the frequency of 
vibration is increased. Thus the cutting method is quite effective to control the 
nominal friction between the rake face and the chip. c) The nominal clearance angle 
needs to be larger that the ordinary cutting so that the instantaneous clearance angle is 
always positive. 
In a second article about the cutting of copper using elliptical vibration cutting [14], 
Shamoto and Moriwaki concluded that applying elliptical vibration cutting suppresses 
the formation of burrs at the edges of chips. Because cutting forces are further reduced 
in comparison to conventional vibration cutting, geometrical accuracy is better in the 
elliptical vibration cutting. Note: at the cutting frequency of20 kHz used in this 
experiment, the surface roughness (0.02 f.lm Rmax) is larger than that obtained by 
ordinary cutting! 
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In 1999 Shamoto and Moriwaki [12] applied elliptical vibration cutting to single 
diamond turning of hardened steel. The conventional linear vibration cutting of 
hardened steel requires careful adjustment of the vibration direction inclined to the 
nominal cutting direction, so that the clearance face does not interfere with the cut 
surface. Although the conventional vibration cutting can also realize ultra-precision 
turning of hardened steel, the same or better surface can be obtained by the elliptical 
vibration cutting without such careful adjustment. The researchers concluded that 
elliptical vibration cutting has superior performance: low cutting force, high quality 
finish and long tool life (See Appendix B). 
Chipping in elliptical mode occurred at 2300 m, while in conventional vibration mode 
chipping was observed after 300m., so the main tool failure mechanism has been 
postponed drastically. 

4.2.1 Design of an ultrasonic elliptical vibrated tool system 
To use in their experiments, Shamoto and Moriwaki developed several elliptical 
vibrating tools. In the first two 
experiments 2 different tools were 
developed. The first one was only 
capable of handling frequencies up to 
6 Hz. The second one used resonant 
bending modes to make an elliptical 
pattern on the end of the tool. 
The hom was resonating at 20 kHz, 
actuated by two piezoelectric plates 
glued to the lateral surfaces of the 
vibrator as shown in fig. 4.5. 
When two piezo' s at resonance 
frequency perform an orthogonal 
vibration, an ellipse or a circle is 
obtained. 
This can be explained 
mathematically: 
x(t) =a cos(w · t) 

y(t) = bcos(w. t +e) 
r(t) = x(t) + y(t) 

Cuttl~g edge . PZT's 
// ----~/ 

(a) Elliptical vibration tool. 

- Vertical direction 
Support 
// "-.,_ 

~/ , __ 

// ~ 

Locus of vibration 

Fig 4.5: Elliptical vibration tool developed by 
Shamoto and Moriwaki 

[7.1] 

[7.2] 

[7.3] 

If_the phase difference 8 between the piezo' s is equal to 1;2 phi, a circle is the result 
(see appendix E).-'When the phase difference decreases to zero, the circle will 
transform into an ellipse, which becomes smaller at decreasing phase difference. If the 
phase difference is equal to zero a straight line is the result. The importance of this 
conclusion is the need of direct control of the phase difference between the two 
piezo's. 

-\ 
\ 

The vibration amplitude is magnified by the step horns. The hom is su'pported rigidly 
at the two nodal points not to disturb the vibration. Note that the system has 
suppressed to many degrees of freedom. 
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4.3 Appliance of ultrasonic vibration cutting in industries 
The information used in writing the preceding pages was found in literature. In order 
to get an idea of the appliance of ultrasonic vibration cutting in industries, two visits 
have been paid to leading research laboratories in the Netherlands and Germany. In 
the Netherlands, Philips N.V. research laboratories and in Germany, the IPT 
fraunhofer institute (department production-technology) have been visited. 
At both the institutes research has been done in the field of ultrasonic vibration 
cutting. At Philips, traditional (linear) ultrasonic vibration cutting is used for 
machining products made from hard to cut materials (steel). The technique has proved 
itself and is nowadays used in various production-plants of Philips to cut high 
precision products. 
At the IPT fraunhofer institute no direct information was obtained because the 
dissertation of the research was not available yet and the researcher had left the 
institute. 
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5 Vibration of beams 

In order to create ultrasonic vibrations on the tool edge, all researches until now have 
used wave propagation in beams. To understand these wave propagations, some basic 
knowledge has to be present. In this chapter therefore, the flexibility of beams is 
considered and two types of vibrations will be discussed: longitudinal and transverse 
vibrations. The mass of the beam is assumed to be distributed evenly in the model. 
These systems are called infinite-dimensional, continuous or distributed parameter 
systems. 

5. 1 Bending vibrations 
A straight elastic beam possesses both the mass and stiffness to resist bending. During 
transverse vibration, the beam flexes perpendicular to its own axis to alternately store 
potential energy in the elastic bending of the beam and then release it into kinetic 
energy of transverse motion. 
Figure 5.1 illustrates a beam with the transverse direction of vibration indicated 
(deflection, w(x,t) in they-direction). The beam is of rectangular cross section A with 
width hy, thickness hz and length L. Also associated with the beam is a stiffness EI, 
where E is Young's elastic modulus for the beam material and I is the cross-sectional 
area moment of inertia about the z-axis. 

X 

V(x,t) 

z~ 
fig. 5.1 : bending vibrations of a beam 

~~ 
dx 

f(x,t) 

+ w(x,t) 

\ M(x,t)+dM(x,t) 

V(x,t)+dV(x,t) 

A model for bending vibration may be derived from examining the force diagram of 
an infinitesimal element of the beam as indicated in fig. 5 .1. From mechanics one 
obtains: 

M(x,t) = EI S
2

w(:,t) [5.1] 
5x 
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Assuming the deformation to be small enough such that the shear deformation is 
much smaller than w(x,t) (which is generally true when Llhz> 10 and Llhy> 10, so for 
long slender beams), a summation of forces in the y-direction yields: 

(
V(x,t) + 5V(x,t) dx)- V(x,t) + f(x,t)dx = pAdx 

02
w\x,t) [5.2] 

& & 

Here V(x,t) is the shear force and f(x,t) is the total external force applied to the 
element per unit length. The term on the right side of the equality is the inertial force 
of the element. Next the moments acting on the element are summed. This yields: 

(
M(x,t)+ oM(x,t) dx)-M(x,t)+(V(x,t)+ 5V(x,t) dx)dx+(f(x,t)dx) dx =0 

& ox 2 

Since dx is very small, (dx)2 is assumed to be almost zero, so that this moment 
expression yields: 

V(x,t) =- oM~:,t) [5.4] 

Substitution of equations [5.1] and [5.4] into [5.2] yields: 

.A o
2
w(x,t) 0

2 
[EJ0

2
w(x,t)]=f( ) pn 2 + 2 2 X, t 

& ox & 
[5.5] 

If no external force is applied so that f(x,t)=O and ifEI and A are assumed to be 
constant, equation [5.5] simplifies so that free vibration is governed by: 

0
2
w(x,t) + c2 0

4
w(x,t) = 0 

otz &4 
[5.6] 

2 EI 
c =-

pA 
[5.7] 

A rod or thin beam can oscillate transversely in an infinite number of ways, satisfying 
the fundamental equation [5.6]. There are, however, certain types or modes of 
oscillation in each of which every section of the beam executes simple harmonic 
motion in the same period and same phase, but of different amplitudes. These modes 
are called normal modes and are expressed by: 
w(x, t) = u(x) sin(wt +a) [5.8] 

Substituting equation [5.8] into [5.6] yields: 

0
4
u _ pAo/u =[D 4 -A,4 ~=0 

& 4 EI 

,.t4 = pAo/ 
EI 

[5.9] 

[5.10] 

This latter differential equation does not involve t and, therefore, the assumption of 
equation [5.8] is verified. 

The result is a fourth order differential equation with constant coefficients, factorizing 
equation [5.9] yields: 
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lDz + -1? iDz - A,z ~ = 0 

[D- jA-](D+ JA-][D-A-][D+A-]u=O 

Hence: 
u = aeP..x + be-JA:x + ceA:x + de-A:x 
u = A cos A.x + B sin A.x + C cosh A.x + D sinh A.x 

[5.11] 

[5.12] 

[5.13] 
[5.14] 

The value for A and three ofthe four constants of integration, A,B,C and D, can be 
determined from the four boundary conditions. This is already done by D.Blevins 
[23], he presented a technique to calculate the natural frequencies and bending modes 
very quickly. 
The mode shapes and natural frequencies of a slender beam are a function of an 
integer index (n), which may be associated with the number of half-waves in the mode 
shape. For each n there is a natural frequency and mode shape. The natural frequency 
in Hertz can generally be expressed in the form: 

A, 
2 rEI] 

fn = 2;[2 ~lPA) ;n=l,2,3 .... [ 5 .15] 

Where An (table 5.1) is a dimensionless param~tet:, which is.ffunction of the 
boundary conditions applied to the beam. For~ free-free bearh, An is the solution of 
the function: 
cosA-coshA-=1 [5.16] 
With this method, also the mode shape of a free-free beam can be calculated: 

u(x) ~cosh( A~x) +co{ A~l ""[sinh( A~x) +sin( A~x)] [5.17] 

The dimensionless parameter crn (table 5.1) is also a function of the boundary 
conditions applied to the beam and can, for a free-free beam, be calculated with 
equation (5.18]: 

(5.18] 

Table 5.1: natural frequencies and mode shape parameters for a free-free beam 
n An G'n 

1 4.730 0.9825 
2 7.853 1.0007 
3 10.996 0.9999 
4 14.137 1.0000 
5 17.279 0.9999 

>5 (2n+ l)n/2 ~I 

Now one is able to calculate the natural frequencies and natural modes of a beam (See 
appendix C and D) as can be seen in figures 5.2 and table 5.2. 
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normalized mode shapes of a free-free beam 
2.5r---~--~----~--~----~--~--~----~--~--~ 

-2.5 L----'------1-----'------'-----l..-..---'------1.----_.__ __ __._ __ ___J 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
x/L 

Fig. 5.2: Normalized first 3 mode shapes of a free-free beam 

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Table 5.2: natural frequencies of a free-free beam, b=h=20e-3, L=SOe-3, steel 
n f(kHz) 
1 16.7 
2 45.9 
3 90.0 

The slender beam model given above is often referred to as the Euler-Bernoulli beam 
equation. The assumptions used in formulating this model are that the beam is: 

1. Uniform along its span, or length, and slender. 
2. Composed of a linear, homogeneous, isotropic elastic material without axial loads. 
3. Such that plane sections remain plane. 
4. Such that the plane of symmetry of the beam is also the plane of vibration so that 

rotation and translation are not coupled. 
5. Such that rotary inertia and shear deformation can be neglected. 

The model presented above ignores the effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia. 
It is safe to ignore the shear deformation as long as the height and the width of the 
beam are small compared with the length of the beam. As the beam becomes shorter, 
the effect of shear deformation becomes evident. 

Timoshenko proposed a new beam model, which takes shear deformation and rotary 
inertia into account: 
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pr,rt'. Ill 1\t·HI Hid!••· ( ·,, . .._,·,·nl l..;lll!'.:!fH')t' fl,-111 

y Cullin~: dircclion 

l 
Tool vibrating direction 

2A 

Tool feed molion 

Chip ----
Tool rake face 

f'""'-L---, ~~---~-

Trnn~ducer 

(a) 

X 

Ullroeonic 
~~~nerator 

Rake face 

(b) 

Fignre I: Schcruatir of ullrilsonic ,-ihrilfion C'llft.inl,\: (I) llw systc·rn: {:!) forn!S of 1\f':ll 

on t.ltc t.ool insPrt. 

of diflictrlf IO-IJ!acltin(• lllili.!'Jials [~] [:1] [·I] [7] [R]. """ l'or finishing "'"''''"'" r-,, ""'' 
SU[H'r-prf'cision 11Jachini11p; [RJ [!lJ. 'l'lwr,.fon•, dr·spilr' tlw add it ion:d e·ml is n·q11irr·d for 
t lw nit rasonic 1·ilnat ion f'fjllipllwnl, nlt.rnsonic 1·il!l·al ion e·nll ing IJa•; 1,,.,.11 ll'icl•·l-'· ""''" 

111 lllilchining indnslr.\'. 

lloll·f'l'f'l', since l.ool Wf'i11' pnfon11ancc is an irnporlanl f:u·lor in ,·,Jtting of 
diflicult-t.o-111a.chine lllili.Ptiills and prPcision Jllildtining. the df<'rf of tlw lo•1l ullril
sonic vibration on tool weitr is a prohl<'lll to I)(' co~tsidned. Tlwrr ""' 11'-'llilll.l· fll'n 
typc•s of tool WCiH innwlill rutting (sec Fig. l(h)). On•· is nalc·r \\'<'ill. II' hie h ""curs in 
fill' fol'lll of il SllliliJ r!Pprf'ssion at fill' f.ooJ rake facT. 1\noiiJ!'r is fi:lllk \\'('ill' 11!Ji, hap
pears as il land i111111ediatcly hc•low the cntti11g edge. In gc·twral. t lw nal•·r "''ill ilfl'ec!s 
t.lw chip formation procf'ss, tlw flank 1\'c•ar ;-dfeds llw 111achin<'d 11orkpicc<' intcgrit_, .. 
i1nd a n>rubiniltion of hoth affect. llw sf.rPngth of i.lw tool c11iling ""!\"· Thf'r,.fnrr. 
i-1 knowkdge elf the' effpcf of t lw 1·ihraf ion 011 t.ool n al.c·r and flank 11·r·ar is n•·r·r·sqr ,. 

for the planning <~nd lool s<'lcction as well as choosing opti11111111 ntfling •oncliti"n" in 
nltraso11ic 1·ihrafion r·ntt.ing. In this papc·r. IIIC'orelical :lltcl 1'\JH'rinle·nlal sl11die"; ''" th" 

dl'<'ct of foolllltrasonic 1·illl;dion on IIIC' loolwr•iJI 1wrforlllilllf'f' 11illlw Jll''"''"''" 

TIIEOHETICAL ANALYSES 

A sclll'lllilfic illllsfr;dion of fllrllillg 11·ith illl lrllrasc>nir·:dh 1·illl;de·d ''""is ··1'"'':11 
111 Fig. I . T lw I<' ill e· I h n '<' 1 '"'-''' il ,le· d i "'"I i e 111 s i 11 11·1, i' h I I IC' 11 It r·;, '" '11 i r 1 i!" ill i e" 1 i ·· :q 'J 'I i' d 
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f(lfil<' Cliff ill,!', ('.Jl'_<' d111ill,l'. Cllffill.l~. nill!l<'l\·fJw Cllffing dir<'cfion, fil<' r,.,.rJ ditrTfion illl,j 

tlw I hru.c;f dirrTI itJIL II has IH'<'Il r<'porl ('d ]ill] I hill onlY llw ilf'pli··af ion or II II rilsonic 

,-il""'i"tl in tlw cnlti''.l'. dir•···li"" is practic"L Tlw llw<h.,nics or tlw lnol <lllli~tg cdg" 

l·ihr;\led in flw cuff ill,!~ dit<•cf ioll ror fllrlling j,.; considf'rt•d iJ,.; rollo\\'S. 

l 11trilsnni< _\'i~r<~_l_i<>na_l_ll~~· l'ool ('nil i~1~_1':• I~<' 

( 'onsidn llw ull r;1sou j,- 1 i ill ;d. ion of llw I ool Cliff i ng <'dg<' i 11 ~ co ordi n;d r· svslr·rn 

ilS sho\\11 in hg. I. in \lhich llw orit~in is ;ll llw cnllill,!!; r'dl'.'' or lh(' fool ll'illwnl 

,-jl" ;\1 i"11 llw ,-ihr;\1 i\111 .,r llw lo•ol ell II ill,l'_ ,.,J_l'_<' Cilll IH' dt·snilwd f,.~ its posit ion 

.!y 

.II 

11·\wr<' I IS ilw <illl;llioll illlif>litlld<· il!Hicc' is Ill<' illll',lliilt' frr•qlf<'llCY. 

lnlill<'ll<<' of llw \ ihrilf i"" <lit llw ( '11fl ill).!: ~pe<'d 

C'l 

l11 lliflil'""i'· ,-j!,r;d i<>ll ··1111 iu.t;. rill<' lo llw fool ,-ihr;d.ioll. llw ilcfuill nil I iug 

,-,·locill of llw lihr;\l,·d lnol cnllilt,l~ <'dg<' r<'hlil·r· In llw 1\'0rkpi<·n· i:-

\l'llf'll' lois ill<' \l'locily or llw fool <'lll.ling .. dgc without. ,-ihrillion, ll'hich is cqllal lo 

lh<' c111ting SfH'<'d W'<'<l. Eq. :1 indic;d•·s lh;ll in nllrnsonic \·ihration cntl.ing lite r<·lat.iv'· 
clllting ,-.. loo·ih· I is i1 cnlnhin;dion pf t.IH· ndling sp<'cd 1·;, and lh<' 1·ihrill.ion \Tiocil_v 

.lcc·coscc'l Sine<' llw 1·iln;dion \Tiocify \ilries in ils dit<'dion. the r<'la.lin· cuffing 

u·lncil.1· :dso \·;ni<'s lwlm·r·n its ll!il'\inlllllt i!lid 111ini11111111 during c11l.l.ing. ('ollljliH<'d l.o 

ilw n1fl ing Sf'""'' I;,, I· ~''"' lw lllll<'h higlwr al Oil<' lllolllf'nl ~nd lllllch loiY<'r in t.IH· 
li<'C\f. d<'(H'llding on llw ,-ihral inn fn·qll<'liCY and i11llf'litnd<·. \\'lwn I he product. of I lw 

<lllif>lillldt• il!ld fll''fll!'llC\ is sn Ln,!~t· I h;d 

. lee· 

"' 1;, 
( l) 

llw ,.ill II<' "I I· IYilll)(' l""il i,.,. ;11 "I"' IIWIIH'Id. i!lid 1wgaJi,.,. in lilf' '"'''· ( 'ons<''fll<'nf.h·. 

llw i<H'I cttllillt~ t•dgr· 11·iJJ j,. S!'flilr;ded frr'<f!Wnll\' fron1 1\w cl1ip. whi,·h 1\'ollld 1101 

hilf'l"'" ill ""'l'''llfioii;,J Cl!lfill,l~. I'll<' rH'<fll<'nn· of llw S<'jlillillion is <''fllid lo IIi<' fool 

,·ihr;llinll f!<''fll!'lln 
Lc' 

f -= --
~~iT 

lnlhwnn· of llw \ illli!li<lll on llw N<·l ('nllin).!: Timl' 
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('i!Ch n·.-1·· or \'ihr;!lion. ilS dt·sniiH'd in IIi<' J ... ,, S('cfioll. \\'lwn ""''f'illidiiJII "'"II'·. 
lh<'re is;, dis.-rr·pi!nn· h('lm·('nfh(' twl cl!l.lin~ linw 1: ;,nd li11w for llw 1il•rilli•>ll ,,,J,. 
/'.The disn<'pann· CillilH' dt•lf'rlllilwd rrollt llw difl•·t<·nn· '"''1\('('flilw linw I, ;d 1\'hi·l 

llw S<'f'Millioll <'llds iliHIIIw liuw I, al. which llw sr·p<~r<~lion IH'gins. :\1 ill<' l"·£inillilll'. 

or llw separation. llw relalil'(' cul.ling V('locil.l' is II. llwidon·. I, Iilli IJ(' d··lr·lllli!Jr••l 

frotn Lq. :1, ~ud is gin·n In· 

I =_I_ nJS-1 (- --~-"--) 
' 'br{ '.hr. If 

I,""''"' dcl('!llli!l<'d "-'' CO!lsidniug lkd "' if ilw po.silions or ilw fool <lllfinl'_ ···k· 
<111d llw chip. ll'hicl! is <tgilin in col!iacl ll'ilh ilw lnol. <II<' '''l'''d. u·. 

1.,(1, I /I 

\\her<' 

~iT ( I,) -- cos ~if --·~ ,. ,. I' I 

Subsliluling 1~'1- R info Lq. 7 gtu•s 

Sill ('liT~) '/' 
. l, (· I,) - 2rr --cos '2rr ---

1' I 
~Sill 

I, 
LiT:---('(,,.., 

/' ( l,) lrr-
1 

(f\i 

I Ising l·~q. lJ I, Cilll '"' c;dclllai.f'!l fro111l, and'/' Tlw 1wl c1dling, linw d11rin£ r·;"J' '•:rl, 

of l.lw tool vibration is ll'''n ~~;i1·r·n hy 

I;. = 'I' - (I, -- I, ) < I Ifill 

1-:q. 10 shows thai in ultrasonic l'il>ralinn !'lilting th<· 1wl cllflinl'_ tinw llli~lil lw I•·" 
I han ilw t.inw for cnt.l.ing, df'pending on ,,·Jwllwr " st·par~l ion ilf'lln·•·n t!w ,,,,,f .,, 1,1 

chip occurs, as d<'scrihr·d in Eq. •1. 

lnfltwnc<' of tilf' Vihralion on ilw Disl;liiCf' of llw Tool Sliding"'''' ilw ~'"' l,in•·d 
\\'ork,,j,.~:,: S•1rf,; .. ~: 

In conY<'nl io11al clfl.l in g. llw dis I ;,ncr· of ilw fool """in!', •·dw· slidi11~ "'''I I lw 

llli!ChiiH'd 1\'0I'kpi('f'!' Sllrfil<<' is 

iT /!nl ,,,, 
wh<'r<' /)is l.h<' di<IIIH'Ir·r of ilw 1\·orkpi<·n·. 11 is ilw rol;dion r;dr· .,f ilw '""'kl'"'"' """I 
is llw c1!1f.ing linw l!s<'d. In lll!tilsonic ,-illl<ilioll cnlling. d11" In ilw fool ,jjq;.ti'"'· ''" 

<'XIra sliding disi;IIJn· /\{,is inlrwlllr<·<L Tlwl<'r""'· llw ;"·ln;,J .,lidinu. rlist""''' ,,r t! .. 
cnlling cdg<' in nllr;,sol!ic lilll·;!li'>ll cltllini': is 
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;\I, c-. Lift 

Eq. I~ indicillcs lh;d in nllras(l11ic 1if,ralion cutting llw ilcluill disl;1nce of i.lw lool 

cnl t inf!: cclgc' sliding mTr t lw ''''''hinccl 1\'orkpiccc smf;,n· is long;<'r cornpiltTd lo con
\·enl ion ill cult i !If!:. 

lnfltl<'IICP_r)l tlw \'ilnalioll 011 ilw Feed l\loli_()(t_ 

In il cnltirl,V, J'IO<TSS. llw il'l;dit>I1Ship IH'I\\'('('11 the f,.,.cf l'l'locil.l' II (rn/s). fcl'd 
ral<· ,c,· (rn/r) '"'" llw ll'<lllpi<'<T J(ll;di(ll1 r;dc· 11 (r/s) is 

II c.- ,<..,' · II 

1~ 

- 7f. f). II (II) 

ll'hcre fJ is II~<· dianwicr ol' lwrkpi,·n·. horn l·;q. I :1 and Eq. 1·1. I h" relal ionship 
111'111'<'<'11 lh<· f,.,.,j r:dc "'"' ;H·Iual cull.i11g u•locil.1· call lw dl'fc·rlllilled lo Ill' 

lliTI> 
( (.C,) 

(I G) 

\Yiwn· S'0 i.s the f<'ed ''""ill culli11g ll'it.llOttl tool 1·ihr;1tion. For nllrilsonir 1·ihr<1tion 
culling, "'hslillllill,!', Fq. :1 i11lo 1-:q. l'i !,(iu·s tlw fr·<'d rille 

I/ iT f) 
:-;,, = ---~-~~-- --

1 ;, + :\w cos u_•l 
( 17) 

('onsidcr Fq. 1:1 "'"I II 111 colll.<'llliollal culling. 

(II') 

Tlwrdnr<', th<' fcl'd r;li(' 111 ultrasor1ic 1ihrntion cutting Cilll h<' \ITit.i.<'ll ns 

,','II 

I I k cos cc·f 
( IIJ) 

Fq. I!J indic:d<'S lh;li in """'~o11ic 1 ihralion c•liling tlw f<'<'d rai<' l'il!WS :~sa fnncl.ion 
of llw 1·ihralio11 fn'qll<'ll<Y ill!cl illllplilnclc•. l'lw r;1lio of,'-.',. lo S0 is 

·"',. 
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In r';H·f, lool 1·ihralion Cl<le, l.hl' lllillillllllll of llw ralin is 

(:.!II 

ond t fw lllilXIIll\1111 IS 

(
,C,',.) 
c; 

'' 0 111'1.1" 

Thai is. in <'ilch lool 1·ihri1lio11 cyck, ilw fr·r·d rille of llw 1·ihr;ded lool. ,c,·,. 1<11i•·.s frntn 
llw tllil1illtl1111 ll'hich is l<·ss liiilll ,<.;0 lo ilw tnaxinl!llll ll'hich is far .!',<'1 il1a11 S,. 

Tool n;d.r•r \\Till o<Tlll s nsnallr 1,\. I hrc·<· possible 1\ll'l'hanislllS: illlil'"'i''"· ctllril 
sro11 ancl difl'nsion. !11 rol1\'<'lli ional c1111 ing, llw lool Jilkr• f;HT '"'" chip lllid<Tiill ill'' 

;d\Ya\·s in inl.illlilir' ronlilcl clming c1111ing. Tlw dirr·cl Cillt'il' of llw n;dn \\Till is 1(,,. 

chip flow <1long tlw tool fa<T al. r·xtrc·rrwlv high JIITSSIII<' and ir'lltJif'r<dtltr'. In nltrasr,nir 
1·ihration Cltlling, llw lool !ilk<' fa('(' and l!w chip tllill!'liill ran Ill' .S<'Jl"''""" D•11i11!!. 

<'11rh of i.lw separillions ilw nillr•r ll'l'ill' prcH·r·ss r·r·asl's. Thr·rdotr'. llw ,,.,.," '''''""" 1,. 
fc'SS COIIIJlilll'd io ('OnVcllliollilf <:lllfillg. J\nolfwr <'fff'cl of if!<' SI'J!illidi<lllS r,n lflf' <iid"i 
ll'l'ill pro<Tss is !hal. dnring C'arh of ilw scp;naliom uti I ing fin ids or snno,tndi11~ air 
can acr'I'~S thl' t.ool-chip conlacl rc·gion. which ll<'l'<'r o<Tlll'S in ron1·r·rlfinnal nlltinQ 
at norttlal rnltin~ conditions. Tltis action providr·s protr·cl.ion of llw lool snrf;,u· ;,wl 
prcvrnts adlwsion IH'i.II'<'Pil i.IH' lool and chip. i\ccordin~ lo lltr'SP diffr'!f'll<TS. it u1n lw 
('XJ!f'dc•d I hilt the tool nat.l'r 1\'('ilr in ultrasonic 1·ibration clll.ling io: less conlpilrr•d to 
ronH·nl.ional cui t.ing. i\lso, fro111 l·:q. 10, since llw Iiiii<' inlen·;d for ench of llw fool-dtil' 
sepMat.ions illcrf'ases 11·ilh inne11sin~ tool 1·ihr;dion atnplit.nd<' or fn·<t11enc1·. it can l•e 
<'xpect.c·d that. the tool nat.n ll'<'ar rilte dl'nr·asc·s with inn('ilsing llw 1ihrafion illllpli-
1 11d1' or frequ<·ncy. 

In com·c·nl ional cutli11g, the tnerhanis111s oft lw lool fla11k 11<'<11' are ""'"l11· nrl
lwsioll. nhrasion. diffusio11 and filt.ignc· ill t.lw lool fl:nd;-IYork i11tc•J face. l11 nit 1 csrmir 
1·ihr:dion rutling. 1.111' wear JHOccssc·s c;utsed hy al•r:lSioll and fali!;ll'' rl!i~;llf lw inl<·n
sifir·d hv tlw vihrat.ion. First.ly, nccording lo 1•:,,. 12. ilw dislan<<' of llw ,,,,,1 <11fling 

rdge sliding over lhr tnilchirwd 1\'orkpi<Tf' surf nee can lw rnuch longer cornp<liTd to con
l'r•ntionnl culling. This lllighl inneasl' l.he I'Xil'nl of ntl,l,ing ft<JIIl llw hard pnrticl•"' 

cortlainl'd in tlw 1\'orkpii'<T rnilt<·rial on lhc lool flank face and lin",·;"'''' rnor<· ;,l''"'ilr 
\\Till at the tool flilnk. Secondly. as dcsnihed in Fq. l'l. llw <HIIIal f,.,.,f rat<· l·ilrir·s 

fn'qlWilt.ly frotn the tllilXillllllllio tlw nrini11ntrn during cul.ling. This lilli:dioll 1:111 rr<'

ili<' fr<''l'"''"· cltang<'s in l.lw slrl'ssc·s on ilw lool flilnk filii'. res11lfing in filligll<' wr·ar 
l!adcltik and l!arkhik [II] dc·snilwd iltHI PXp<·rinwntalh· d<'IIIOII~Ir;dc·d tlw c(lilll!!'' in 
slr<'ss in I hi' lllilil'riill hr·low <1 smfilcl' ns ;w aspr•ril\' frorn a nti.J,ing ''"f;,<e p;,,.,,., ou't 
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!he il>lwlil.'. lr'llcilr· •:lir'.'"''' '''""·'~;de llw lllill.nial. I'!Ji;; chilll,l',<' in ci[\11 of llw "'"'·" 

il.'-' ill! it,;pnir_~· p;t""'" il _e,il<'ll l'oi1il c;,n Cilli"!' Ldigne failnr<' of lhr• 11lidf'liid IH'Irm llw 

"lll'rilct·. Th<' IITiH pill·! iclc:< ill!' neal r·d hr n;trko. for11wd ht'low llw o.;1nfan•. 'l''''itdi11g 

<~nd 111m·ing 11p lo llw ·''11 filn'. 

In llw pr!'cedill!!, itn:1il "''· il 'li'l"';lr,; I h:d in ull rasonic 1·ihr:d ion c11ll ing tlw 

fool 1 iln·;d ion cnn h:11·r· :;ignilic;llil inllnencr' 011 I"'' lool \\'('ill' pnfol'lllilllC<'. II lllighl 

slo11 doll'n flw fool cJal<'l ll'<'ill pr<H<'so.; h.1· "'l>iHidinP, frt'<jlH'nfh· Ill(' fool ilnd rl1ip. II 

lllighl ;dso speed 11p llw lord fLnd; \\!'ill proct·ss 1,_~ illfT<'il'-'illg llw disli111r<' of llw lool 

r11lline, cdg,t' ,_;liding "'''~' llw IIIMhi1wd 1\orkpiect· o.;J11filct' illlfl CJ!'iding filii!','"' ,;lr<''-'"'' 

nl II w I oul II ill d;. 

I hr· ol,_jr·clilr' ,,f thi' <'\IH'Iilllf'llLd ,;lilfll· 1\'ilo.; lo "'"'''1'\'t' llw ildlnr'II<T nf llw 

''"" llllril"'nir· 1il>1illi"n ''" 1111· ''""\\Till perforl11illll'<' .. \ '"lll<'lllion;d l;,llw ll!ilfllillf' 

ll'il" '"''" fur illl I Ill' lllil< hillill,l( ,,.,t;; 1111' 1\'<Hkpi<'CI' 111idt·ri;d """" 1\';l:; o.·t; Cilll>()ll 

,,,.,., ll'ill1 lllll!illdll<";_o.; '.'Ill. Tlw ''""in"''-' ll:wd 11'<'1<' Cilrhid•· gradt· 1':111 .. \11 llllr:t

:;ol!ic 1ihr;di"11 Cllllille, 1111il ,'-;()0.;!(' 1\ll'l'LSI-: SH lrlll llilc 11.'-'l'd. llw l"ol lil>lali"ll 

fl<''!ll<'lln· f"1 llw ksl,; ""' .,., l\lli 1-:.,, all llw c11lling Icc;!;; llw 1ridll1 of cl!l 1\'il'-' 

} 111111 i!lld llw f,·,·d ride i;d;"!l flu111 llw 111i!CIIill<' ll'i1s I 111111/r. l'lw rilll,l',<' of c11lline, 

'I"'''"'"'''" 11<'1<': !JII. 0.1:1. (1.(\/. 1.11/ illlll 1.:,() 111/s. This spt•cd Iiiii,[\<' i:< 011 llw loll' 

'id<· of ,·1111 i11g 'I"'''"' in roll\ <'Ill iollid en II ing. TII!'S<' loll·t·r 'I"'""' 1\'f'l'f' nscd IH'Cili!S<' 

in llllril'-'<>llic 1il>lilii<>11 cl!lli11.1'. 11'111'11 lhr• lool is ,-jlq;d,·d illld is fr<''lllf'llil_l· "''l'ill·:lf<'d 

lllll11 lhr· chip. llw ;!clllid <1lllin!~ ~t·locil\· 11ill "" 11101'<' lh:111 111·ice llw ,·,JIIing '1'''''''

('onsid<'ring ll!id illlllllilSollic lil>lillioll <"llllilll-( S<'l'<llal.ions ll('lll·,,,.!lllw lool and chip 

<"ill! occ11r. 11 hich m1Jid f:1cilit ;11 <'ill<' i1di11<'I1C<' of :1 cull ill I!, fl11id 011 llw ell II i11g pron·ss. 

'"·"''lor lool ll<'il1 in r·olll!'liliol!id illi<lllllri"onic ,-ihliliioll Clllling 11.'-'illl!, il 1\'idr•r-hil'-'''" 

<'<H>Iin11 ll'r'l!' id'-'o co11d!1cl!'d. l·'"r ;dlilw lt·,;ls. llw fool C!itl<'l 1\'f'ill' 1\'ilS ch;nactni;"d 

I>Y 111!'<1SJ11ill,l', llw 111il'\i11111111 dr·r•lh "lllw cr;dt·r 11sing TaYior-llohson T:d_~·;;~lrf-1 1•rolile 

llwl<'l <111<l i1 ch:111 l!'f'O!dr·l llw fool ll:111k 1\'f'ill 11·;1s chill'i1Cif'ri7ed In· IIH'il"lllill.!!, I he 
lllil'\111111111 lf'llt~l It of llw '"'ill Lind ill llw tool llilllk 1r;;in,e, a Nikon 111inoscop<' 11·ill1 il 

!~r;ldl!;ll t•d ,._,.f'l)it·(·f' ;ltHI ;1 111ir t tl!llf'l ,.,. t...:l ;lge. 
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In t lw first casr·. t lw toni I""' llw ntininttlln ll;lllk \\Tar. In t.lw s<'rond cas<'. t lw stc•;Hlv 
stilt<' IH'ill till!' was <thotlf lhf' sattlf' as in tlw first casr•, hrtl Uw 1\'<'ar 1·ahws 1\'t'IP 
~;light 1.\' IM,!',<'r. In t lw t hirrl ca,_;r•. t.h<' 11·r·;n ,·;dtll's and wear tilk 1\'('f'!' signifiu111t.l.1· 
hrgr·r n>ntp;m·rl11ith tlw first ril:«·. Tlws!' results inrlic;tft· that in nltrasonic 1·ihration 

cntting. lh<' t{>,,l !lank 11r·;n is larg<'l rrlll!f'illt'rl 11·it.h COIII'r'ltlional crtlting. \\'hen lh!' 

fool 1ihratiPII rlo<'s not r·;n!Sr' sq><tr;tfillllS lwtllr'r'll the tool iliHI chip ( \c,..jl;, < I). 
tlw \\r';tr r;tl<' is llw satnr· as 111 con\r'ntion;d cnlting. \VIwn tlw tool chip sf'parations 
ocrm rlnring f'ltflinl', ( \c,)\;, ' I). tlw 1\T;trralr· is l;n)~t·r c·nntp;trr•d 11ith coll\Tnlion;tl 

cntt ing. 
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the tool flank wear. 

for wear rate arc similar to thosP in dry cut.t.ing. llowevf'r, the II'<'<H valuc·s in nil r~<rmir: 
vihrat.ion cutting were mnclt largr·r than I host' in dry cnt.ting. This indindt"' t h;rt in 
ultr11sonk vibration cutting the effed. of t.lw vibration on the tool flilnk \\Till' is morr.· 
significant when a Willt•r-hased r·oolilltt is prPsPnl 11!. the cntt ing region. .\ pq<sibl" 
Wilson for this is that tlw tool vihr11lion pcrrnit.s th1• coolant mor(' f'ils\· 11cn·s" In tlw 
tool flank-work interface. In coujufl(:tion with tlw high lPIIIJ>f'rat tilT g•·nr•raterl In 
friction between the rnacltirwd workpiecf' smf11n· and tlw vihriltl'd tool flilnk filce. thr 
cool11nt could a.ccclt:'rilf.e oxidation of the hard pilrtic!Ps on Ill!· lllilf'hincd workpier·r 
surf11ce. The oxidized particles could be much h11rrlcr thiln its nrigini!L 

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of t.ht:' variations of the tool flilnk wPar ilp;i!in~t tlw 
cuUing speed \ 0 in convpnf.ional rnt.t.ing and ultrasonic viln;tf.ion r·tlffinJ:>;. In fiJ" r·nn
VPntional cutting cases with the cutting speeds lower I hiln I m/s. t h" \\'Pill \'ill.' ing 
against \·;, was unccrlilin. This uncertainty 11·i1s can sed by t llf· tool built ·11p-edg". 
which \ViiS observed durin,g cutting at t lw SIH't•ds 0.1 I. o .. t:l illtd fl.fi7 m/s \\"lt''ll Ill" 

spt'Pd was higlwr than I m/s, tlw bnilf-liJH'dgt· could not 1,. oi'~'""'''L In r·utting ilf 
tlw speeds I .07 il!ld l.fJO m/s, t.hP IVf'ilJ innt•asr·d when t lw SJ)('f'd \l'il~ incff'ilserL If is 
a ronHnon lrt·nd Utili. tool wt•ar innPilSCS with c11f Ling srw•·d in cnl t ing ,,r sl!'r·l 11 if It i1 

carhid<' tool at rntt.in,g srwr·ds which ill!' high ~~nongh t.o avoirllnoll,rilt -np r·rlgr· /I zj In 
11ltrilsonic vihtat.ioll c111t.in,g, ltnwt'VPr. tlw lrlOIJH'rfotlltillle<' was,.,.,, rlifr,.".'" l·i,slk. 

it was ohsPrVPd tltilf. Ul!· tool hnilt-rll> ,.r1,.,. did nof '"''''" in"" fiH· ''""'' <.;,.,.,.,,11,· ;, 
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sho1Yn in Fig. "1. Thirdh·. t lw IIT<H innras1'd with the vibration <11llplitnde. <IS shown 
in Fig. 'J. It is itlff·n·sting to SIT lliid <tf e;tch of tlw 1·ihrat.ion i111lplit.udcs used. llw 
IH'ilr inifiilii.Y innf'asf'd with cut f ing SIH'cd and f hen decrcasnl when t lw spcr·d was 
further inneilscd. Such as in cutting ll'ith thP tool 1·ihra\.f'd with ;nnplitudf' :10 fOil, 

a! the cutt.ing speed 0.17 rn/s. the wear 1·alrte was increasing with cutting spiTe!. i\.L 
tlw higher speed 0. t:1 nr/s. t hr "·"ar rr·;tclwd ils peak v<tlm~ and was decreasing when 
the cutting spl'ed ll'<ts incrcasPd. As tire cutting speed wils furflwr incrensc>d, the wc;n 
,·a lues appw.1clwd those in con1·cnt ion;d cutting. Tlwse results um lw r·xplain('(l us· 

ing Eq. I. In f lw first CilSf'. t lw fool fn·rpwnfl.1· sep<tr<tf.cd front f he workpir·n· hut f lw 
ruff ing speed \\'its lo11·. The m·ar 1 alue \\'itS, f lwrdorP, not so l;ngc and Wits innr·asing 
with rut t inp; speed. In t lw second Cil~'<'. t lw fool 1\'ilS at i1 higher cut.ting speed ll'hile 
it frrqtwnf 1.1' separilled front the 1\'orkpii'Cf' itnd tlwrdorr was !wavily faf.igtw stressed. 

The 1\t'ill' l<tlue 1\'<tS tlwrdore tlw '"""illlllllt. \\'lwn tlw cut.tin~?, speed w;ts fmtlwr in· 
nc<tsf'd, though tlw higher ff'lllJWr<tfme r<tuscd hr the higlwr speed cotrld incrr·;tsc tlw 
fool 1\'f'itr, tlw \l'f'ilr l'itltw shotrld lw l1·ss COilljl<llTd with those in tlw first and second 
c;tscs, lwcausf' the 1;duc "f .lcc'fl;, 1\its les.s th<tll I itltd 1\'ilS gct.ting Slllall<'r and Slll<tller 
ll'lwn I;, 11·as furl lwr i11nca~wd. which rr·sttltt·d in a shorter distance oft lw fool c11ft.i11g 
edg1' slidi11g o1·n f he nJachitwd wnrkpiecf' smf<tn• (sr•r Fq. I'.!) <tnd less f<tf ignr sf ITSSI'S 

<tcfill.!!, 011 tltc fool cllffillg c<lg<' """'!""''" fo tlw first a11d scco11d Citscs. Tlws.• l<'snlfs 
illdicai<' t lt;tf t h,, cff',.,f off lw f"ol 1·ihr;tf illll "" f lw fool ILntk \\'t'itr l;trif's accordi11g to 
fh<' CllTIIhill;tfion "f flw cntfin.t~ sp<'f'd and tlw 1ihrafio11 fr"lf"l'lln <tnd ;nnplilt!!lr·. It 
<tppe;Hs t h;tf h,y choosing snit ahlf' '<lltthinat ions of t.lw cut. I ing speed ;ntd fool 1·ihr;tf ion 
fn'qllellcY and <llnplit nd1'. it is l"'ssihlf' to It;\\·(· opt iltlllllt <tpplic<tf ions of nit rasonic 1·i· 
hr<ttion cutting, in which hoth tlw IH'sf cuf.ting prrfonnallCf' ilTHl millillllllll tool \\Till' 

arc achir'H'fl. 

CONCJ,USIONS 

Tlwon·fical <111d r•xp•·riTII<'IIfill sf11rlif•s Ol! fllf' dkct of tlu· fool vilnafion on fir(' 
fool \H'<tr pnforlllitll<T ill 111! rasonic l·il,raf.inll c11f f ing ha1·c !wen presented. it. lt<ts !wen 
fo1111d fh<tl fit<' f(lol 11lfrasonic 1ihr;tfion in Clltfing redlln's tltr tool crater Wf'ilT huf 
illcrr•ascs tool !lank 11·c;1J. Tllf' inflllf'ltce of fool 1·ihr<tfion on tool flnnk 11·e;n l'<tlies 
according''' fllf' r;tfio of tllf' pwd11cls of tllf' 1·ihr;tfion i1111plit11df' ;tnd fn·qllt'ncy to fllf' 
cttffing spl'<'rl ;\pplic:tfions of a 11·;t!n ha:c;cd cooi;11Jf in 11lfra.sonic 1·ihrat.ion c11ffing 
ilnTkr;itcs 1\Tilr at t lw toni lb11k. 
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where G is the shear modulus and K2 is a dimensionless factor that depends on the 
shape of the cross-sectional area. The constant K2 is called a shear coefficient. 
Equation [5.19] is now subject to four initial conditions and four boundary conditions. 
By assuming a solution the partial differential equation is solvable by the method used 
earlier. 

Which of the two beam models to use is largely dependent on the beam geometry, 
which modes are of interest, and how many modes are important. If only the first 
mode is of interest, an Euler-Bernoulli model for this system would be good enough. 
On the other hand, if the fifth mode is of interest, the Timoshenko model might be 
worth the extra complexity. 

5. 2 Longitudinal vibrations 

Consider the longitudinal vibration of again an elastic beam of length L, density p and 
the cross-sectional area A(x). 

X 

F 

Fig 5.3: Beam in longitudinal vibration 

~~ 
dx 

w(x,t) 

F+dF 

Using the coordinate system and the forces on the infinitesimal element as indicated 
in figure 5.3, one obtains: 

F + dF- F = pAdx 
02

w(x,t) [5.20] 
512 

where w(x,t) is the deflection of the rod in the x direction and F denotes the force 
acting on the infinitesimal element. 

From strength of materials yields: 

F = EA(x) bW(x,t) 
ox 

and substitution into [5.20] and assuming A constant over x, yields: 

[5.21] 
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[5.22] 

The differential equation can be solved in the same manner as described earlier, by 

assuming a solution. The quantity c = ~ E I p defines the velocity of propagation of 

the stress wave in the beam. 

For the natural frequency of a free-free beam yields: 
n1rc 

OJ =-- n=1,2,3, .... 
n L 

and for its mode shape: 

co{ n~) 

5. 3 Finite element method 

[5.23] 

[5.24] 

The finite element method is a powerful numerical analysis that uses interpolation 
methods for modeling and solving boundary value problems. The finite element 
method approximates a structure in two distinct ways. The first approximation made 
in finite element modeling is to divide the structure up into a number of small 
elements. Each element's shape is usually very simple which has an equation of 
motion that can easily be solved or approximated. 
The equation of vibration for each individual finite element is then determined and 
solved. This forms the second level of approximation in the finite element method. 
The solutions of the element equations are approximated by a linear combination of 
low-order polynomials. 
These solutions, made compatible with the adjacent solution, are then brought 
together resulting in global mass and stiffness matrices, which describe the vibration 
of the structure as a whole. 
A difficulty with many design and analysis methods is that they work best for systems 
with a small number of degrees of freedom. Unfortunately, many problems like 
vibrations have a large number of degrees of freedom. In fact, to obtain accurate 
results with finite element models, the number of elements and hence the order of 
vibration should be increased. Note that the exact solution of any beam vibration has 
an infinite number of natural frequencies, whereas the number of natural frequencies 
calculated by the finite element method is restricted by the number of elements 
chosen. 

5. 4 Actuators 
If a beam with a certain natural frequency has been designed, it has to be actuated to 
maintain this frequency and a certain stroke. Because the typical natural frequencies 
of these structures are in the range of several kHz's, the actuator has to be able to ( I 
vibrate at the same frequency. In the frequency range above 10 kHz, piezoelectric 
crystals form the best means of transferring electrical into mechanical energy. That's 
why piezoelectric actuators are normally used. The drive frequency of the 
piezoelectric plate is matched with the natural frequency of the tool. In this way, only 
a small amount of actuator power is necessary to create relatively large strokes. For 
more information about piezoelectric actuators, see Chapter 9 in Part II. 
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6 Overview using natural vibrating beams in 
ultrasonic vibration cutting 

Research has proved the fact that it is possible to cut (hardened) steel by applying 
(elliptical) ultrasonic vibration cutting techniques. As concluded in the foregoing 
chapters, the theory is applicable. Nevertheless there are some major disadvantages 
when using beams vibrating in a natural mode. These disadvantages are: 

1. Changing the vibrating frequency of the tool head involves changing the 
complete setup. A set of beams has to be present, which all have different 
natural frequencies. Therefore it is not possible to estimate the influence of the 
vibrating frequency on the cutting process. 

2. Because the beam is vibrating in its natural frequency the output as 
displacement as a function of the input (power) is high. Although this is a 
good feature, any damping exerted on the beam from an external source (like a 
cutting force), will reduce the displacement drastically. 

3. The beam is strained by the PZT at some part of the beam. The actual cutting 
process takes place at the end of the beam. One could doubt if there is direct 
control. This has an influence on the amplitude of vibration. Is this amplitude 
really stable during cutting? 

These disadvantages are true for linear vibration cutting but linear vibration cutting 
has proved itself to be efficient, using longitudinal natural frequencies of beams. 

Unfortunately that is not the case for elliptical vibration cutting. Applying natural 
bending modes of beams to induce tool head vibrations seems to be a very inadequate 
technique for ultrasonic vibration cutting. 

This raises the question if there is another way to vibrate a tool at ultrasonic 
frequencies. A new technique, where the researcher is able to influence several 
parameters, admitting him to do actual fundamental research. 
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Conclusion part I 

Developments in the past have led to tolerances on products less than 1 J.lm and 
surface roughness less than 0.1 J..tm. A new technique Single Point Diamond Turning 
(SPDT) was developed to machine non-ferrous metals, like aluminum and copper. 
This technique is nowadays widespread among manufacturing plants all over the 
world. 
In the high-tech industry there is a demand for high accuracy products made from 
steel, and preferably hardened steel. Nowadays manufacturing plants have to grind 
and polish these products to fulfill the customer wishes. This process is rather time 
consuming, and it is a craftsmanship being able to produce the products with high 
tolerances. 
In the 80's Kumabe reported that it is possible to machine steel, by applying 
ultrasonic vibrated cutting tool systems. Several researchers picked up his conclusions 
and started experimenting with this new technique. The results were remarkable. Tool 
cutting forces reduced significant in comparison with SPDT and tool life increased 
with a factor 20. It seemed to be possible to cut the steel and glass family relatively 
easily. The only problem that arose while cutting hardened steel was chipping of the 
tool cutting edge. 
In 1994 Moriwaki did some research on elliptical vibration cutting. In this process the 
tool cutting edge is not making a linear movement as in the traditional vibration 
cutting technique, but it is performing an elliptical pattern in time. Moriwaki reported 
that once again cutting forces dropped and tool life increased in comparison to 
traditional vibration cutting. 
Nowadays a small group of people has succeeded to cut hardened steel by applying 
ultrasonic elliptical vibrated cutting tool systems. Though the technique is under 
control, the tool wear mechanisms and the mechanism of cutting forces are not 
understood completely. This is partially due to the technique that is being used. The / 
technique is not flexible enough to do fundamental research. ) 

Overlooking this paper, a global insight into the world of single point diamond 
turning and especially vibration cutting has been given. This insight and knowledge 
about the specific field is necessary to start the research conducted at the UNCC, as 
published in Part II. 
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Part II: Design of an ultrasonic vibrating tool 

A research conducted at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, department of 
Mechanical Engineering, Center for Precision Metrology, The United States. 

Period: October 2001-March 2002 
Advisor: Dr. James F. Cuttino 
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Formulation of the problem 
hffhe last few years several researchers have proved it is possible to cut steel with 
high tolerances on a diamond turning machine, by applying ultrasonic vibration 
cutting techniques. 
Although the success of the new technique, little is understood about the actual 
cutting mechanism. Most of the researches dealt with the tool design problem, not 
with understanding the actual cutting process. The main reason is that the ultrasonic 
tools used were not able to change any parameters during the cutting process, 
prohibiting fundamental research. 

Aim of the research 
Develop and test an ultrasonic vibrating tool. The tool has to be able to vibrate at 
different ultrasonic frequencies, strokes and at different modes. It has to be able to 
produce a linear and an elliptical vibration mode. After the design stage, experiment 
with the tool during actual cutting tests. Set the tool up, so it can be used in a follow
up research where the influences of the different parameters will be examined. 
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7 Introduction 

Doing research does not only mean getting actual results. Research means achieving 
your goals and understanding your results. When a process is understood completely, 
modifications can be made to improve it. When a process is not understood, 
improving the concept is a manner of intuitive feeling. Sometimes this turns out right, 
sometimes wrong. 

Therefore it is important to understand ultrasonic vibration cutting. Which parameters 
influence the process, and if they do, how big is their influence? These questions are 
unanswered until now. 
Being able to estimate the influence of these parameters on the cutting process 
requires a flexible tool design. Flexible means, changeable in a short amount of time, 
so large setup times can be avoided. Unfortunately, such a flexible device does not 
exist at this moment, as can be read in Part I. 

This research will search for new ideas to come up with such a flexible tool, breaking 
barriers to finally understand the fundamentals of ultrasonic vibration cutting. 
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8 General design constraints and criteria 

The design of the ultrasonic vibrating tool has to fulfill certain demands. In the 
following paragraphs a summation is given of the design constraints and criteria. 

8. 1 Amplitudes and frequencies 
The principle of vibration cutting is based on separation ofthe tool tip and the chip. 
As has been shown in Part I the following formula has to be fulfilled all the time: 
A·w 
->1 [8.1] 

Vo 
If this is not the case, the tool tip will not be separated from the chip and tool wear 
will still be high. So this is the first and probably the most important constraint. 
As can be seen there are three variables in the constraint, the amplitude of the 
movement A, the frequency ro and the cutting speed V o. 
The only variable, which is dependent on the cutting process itself, is the cutting 
speed. So if the cutting speed is estimated, the ratio between frequency and amplitude 
can be calculated. 
For V0 yields: 

V0 = 1r · D · n [8.2] 

A typical range for cutting speeds in single point diamond turning is from 3 to 50 
m/min. Table 8.1 shows the minimal requirements ofthe product ofthe amplitude and 
frequency, for several cutting speeds in this range. Note that the values are the 
absolute minimum. During actual cutting the product has to be at least 20% higher 
than the cutting speed. ". 
It is obvious that this cutting speed is dependent on the diameter of the material to be 
machined. If a constant cutting speed should be obtained, the number of revolutions 
per second of the main spindle has to be increased with decreasing diameter. 

Table 8.1: Frequency and amplitude as function cutting speed 
Cutting speed (m/min) Frequency (kHz) Amplitude (f-tm) 

3 20 0.4 
3 40 0.2 
10 20 1.3 
10 40 0.7 
25 20 3.3 
25 40 1.65 
50 20 6.6 
50 40 3.3 

If the designed tool is flexible in the whole range of cutting speeds, this implies that 
the tool should be able to vibrate up to 40 kHz with a stroke of 7 f-tm. When the tool is 
running at half of its maximum frequency, namely 20 kHz, the stroke has to be twice 
as high: 13 f-tm. The frequency and the stroke should be completely adjustable within 
this range. The minimum working frequency is equal to 1 kHz. 
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8.2 Type of vibration 
There are two ways to cut the material: 

1. Linear 
2. Elliptical 

Ad 1 : The basic movement of vibration cutting is the linear one. In this movement 
high frequencies can be obtained. In addition to high frequencies, high amplitudes can 
be obtained by applying boosters. Normally longitudinal vibrations are used. 

Ad 2: The elliptical movement consists out of two orthogonal movements with a 
certain phase shift. Until now only one group of people succeeded cutting metals 
applying elliptical movement. They used a beam with two orthogonal bending modes 
at a frequency of 20 kHz and maximum amplitudes of 4 J..Lm. 

To determine the effect of linear and elliptical motions, a tool has to be designed 
which has two features. It should be able to conduct a linear motion only and it should 
be able to conduct an elliptical movement (2 in 1 ). 

B. 3 Stiffness 
Obtaining high quality finish is a demand. Otherwise the whole idea of single point 
diamond turning would be disregarded. An optical surface finish with Rmax=0.03 J..Lm 
is required. 

Cutting forces are at maximum estimated to be 3 N (in the thrust direction), because 
of the plowing force. This means an average stiffness in the thrust direction of 1 00e6 
N/m. Note that these values are valid in a static situation only! If considering small, 
high frequency deviations on top of the low frequency deviations of the wanted 
surface, stiffness should be at least a magnitude 10 higher. 

In the cutting direction forces are less than 1 N. Stiffness can be estimated by defining 
a minimum of chatter. It is important that the tool doesn't bend away in the thrust 
direction due to forces in the cutting direction. Bending stiffness has to be sufficient. 

In the feed direction cutting forces are less than 1.5 N. When cutting in a linear mode 
a deviation of the tool tip in the feed direction ofO.l J..Lm is allowed. This means a 
stiffness of 15e6 N/m. 

It is very important to understand thatthe total loop of the machine spindle towards 
the tool holder must be very stiff and natural frequencies of the machine must be high. 

B. 4 Measurement and electronics 
One has to be able to measure the influences of diverse parameters on the cutting 
process. This can be done by roughness measurements after the cutting process but 
also during the cutting process by measuring the cutting forces. A so-called 
dynamometer is necessary to measure the forces. The range of the dynamometer has 
to be from 0.1 N to 5 N. It is commercially available. 

It is important to know what kind of path the tool tip performs. The problem is: it is 
difficult to estimate what will happen during cutting. Maybe the tool tip will be 
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damped and the tool tip will vibrate with smaller amplitude than intended. It is 
necessary to measure the amplitude and frequency. Maybe it will even be necessary to 
control these parameters. 

In order to get the vibration going a piezoelectric transducer is necessary. Voltages 
can be rather high, so specific machinery to control it is necessary. 

8. 5 Portability 
This research has the aim to identify the influence of a certain pair of parameters on 
the cutting process. Therefore portability of the whole system would be nice but it is 
certain not a direct demand. 

8. 6 Overview design criteria 
1. The product of amplitude and frequency of the vibrating tool has always to be 

higher than the actual cutting velocities. 
2. The vibrating frequency should be adjustable in the range from 1 to 40 kHz. 
3. The stroke should be adjustable from 0 to 13 11m in the range of 20 kHz, and 

from 0 to 7 11m in the range of 40 kHz. 
4. The tool has to be able to produce a linear motion as well as an elliptical 

motion. 
5. The stiffness of the instrument in the thrust direction has to be in the order of 

1 00e6 N/m. Stiffness in the feed direction has to be in the order of 15e6 N/m. ,, 
Bending stiffness in all directions has to be sufficient irl order not to influence 
the cutting process. 

6. Placement, attachment and preloading the PZT has to be optimal. If it is not 
done right, high voltages will be necessary to reach high amplitudes. High 
voltages means extra security, and instruments to produce these voltages will 
be expensive. 

7. A so-called dynamometer is necessary to measure the cutting forces. The 
working range ofthe dynamometer has to be from 0.1 to 5 N. 

8. It is necessary to measure the amplitude and frequency of the tool; maybe it 
will be necessary to control the tool by a feedback loop. 
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9 Piezoelectric Technology 

In the ultrasonic vibration cutting designs where researchers made use of the natural 
frequencies of certain bodies, piezoelectric devices were used to provide that body 
with the necessary energy to keep vibrating at its natural frequency. The piezoelectric 
device was working at a frequency close to the natural one of the body. So this 
frequency was fixed. 
The design criteria stated that the amplitude and the drive frequency of the tool should 
be variable. This means changing the voltage and the drive frequency of the 
piezoelectric device. What does this mean to the appliance of a piezoelectric actuator? 

9. 1 Introduction 
The word "piezo" is derived from the Greek word for pressure. In 1880, Pierre Curie 
discovered that pressure applied to a quartz crystal creates an electrical charge in the 
crystal. Later they also verified that an electrical field applied to the crystal would 
lead to deformation of the material [30]*. 
Piezoelectric materials can be used to convert electrical energy into mechanical 
energy and vice versa. While normally everybody is speaking about piezoelectricity, 
we should speak about ferroelectricity. The word ferroelectricity can namely be split 
up into two main groups: Piezoelectricity and electrostriction. These two groups 
should be distinguished strictly. The piezoelectric effect is defined as a primary 
electromechanical coupling effect (i.e. the strain is proportional to the electric field), 
while the electrostriction is a secondary coupling in which the strain is proportional to 
the square of the electric field [32+33]. Though often confused, it is clear that there is 
a big difference between the two types of ferroelectric materials. For specific reasons 
explained later, only piezoelectric materials will be discussed. 

Since the ferroelectric effect exhibited by natural materials such as quartz and 
Rochelle salt is very small, polycrystalline materials such as barium titanate and lead 
zirconate titanate (PZT) have been developed. These ferroelectric ceramics become 
piezoelectric when poled. PZT ceramics are the most widely used materials for 
actuator applications today. At temperatures below the so-called Curie temperature, 
PZT crystallites exhibit mostly tetragonal structures. Due to their permanent electrical 
and mechanical asymmetry, these types of unit cells exhibit spontaneous polarization 
and deformation. Because of the random distribution ofthese units in the ceramic 
material, a ferroelectric poling process is required to obtain the associated 
piezoelectric properties. During poling, an intense electric field is applied to the piezo 
ceramic. When the field is removed, the electric dipoles stay roughly, but not 
completely in alignment. The material now has a semi permanent polarization (fig 
9.1) 

.----- + I 
/~+ 

+ + 

+ + 

Fig 9.1: Electric dipoles: before and after poling 

* [Nr.] Refers to the source used. The number refers to the number in the literature list. 
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In such ionic (polarized) crystals, when an electric field (E) is applied, cations are 
attracted to the cathode and anions to the anode due to electrostatic interaction. This 
results in an electric displacement (D). 
D = &·&0 ·E [9.1] 

Here, Eo is the vacuum permittivity (=8.854x10-12 F/m), E is the materials relative 
permittivity (also called dielectric constant) [30]. 

The polarization of the ceramic can be disregarded by exceeding the mechanical, 
electrical and thermal limits of the material. If heated above the Curie temperature, the 
PZT crystallite unit cells take on a different structure. When cooled, the electric 
dipoles have again randomized orientations and the material does not regain its 
macroscopic piezoelectric properties [33]. 

9.2 Piezoelectric coefficients 
Because ofthe anisotropic nature ofPZT ceramics, piezoelectric effects are dependent 
on direction. To identify directions, the axes 1, 2 and 3 will be introduced 
(corresponding to the classical x, y and z orthogonal axis set). The axes 4, 5 and 6 
identify rotations associated with the axes 1, 2 and 3. The polar, or 3 axis, is taken 
parallel to the direction of polarization within the ceramic. Piezoelectric coefficients 
with double subscripts link electrical and mechanical quantities. The first subscript 
gives the direction of the electrical field associated with the voltage applied. The 
second subscript gives the direction of the mechanical strain. Several piezoelectric 
material constants may be written with a superscript, which specifies either, a 
mechanical or electrical boundary condition [34]. The superscripts are T, E, D and S 
signifying: 
T= constant stress 
E= constant field 
D= constant electrical displacement 
S= constant strain 
As mentioned, piezoelectric materials are characterized by several coefficients: 

• dij: Strain coefficients [m/V] or Charge output coefficients [C/N]: strain 
developed per unit of electric field strength applied [V /m]. 

[9.2] 

• gij: Voltage coefficients or Field output coefficients [Vm/N]: open-circuit 
electric field developed [V/m] per applied mechanical stress [N/m2

]. 

E 
g;, =- [9.3] 

. (J' 

Or strain developed per applied charge density. 
• K: The relative dielectric constant is the ratio of the permittivity of the 

material, E, to the permittivity of free space, Eo. 

K = _!___ [9.4] 
&a 

• kij: Coupling coefficients [/].The coefficients are energy ratios describing the 
conversion from electrical to mechanical energy. The ratio of energy stored to 
energy applied is equal to k2

. The coupling coefficient is only indicating the 
overall efficiency of a certain ceramic, not of the total piezoelectric element. 
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k= Q,\·tored [9.5] 
Qapplied 

There are also some coefficients characterizing the piezoelectric element as a whole, 
so dependent of material as well as dimensions: 

• C: Capacitance [F] is calculated by multiplying the relative dielectric constant 
by the permittivity of free space and the electrode surface area, and then 
divided by the thickness separating the electrodes. 

K·& ·A 
C= 0 [9.6] 

t 
At frequencies far below resonance, piezoelectric ceramic elements are 
fundamentally capacitors. Consequently, the voltage coefficients gij are related 
to the charge coefficients dij by the dielectric constant K. 

di; = K, ·&0 • gi; [9.7] 

• o: Dielectric loss. The efficiency of a piezoelectric element depends on the 
mechanical and dielectric loss as well as the coupling coefficient. The 
dielectric loss is usually the most significant factor and is the ratio of the 
effective series resistance (real part ofthe total impedance) to the effective 
reactance (imaginary part of the total impedance). 
tan(o) =series resistance I series reactance [9.8] 

Ceramics with a low tan(o) should be employed for piezoelectric elements 
which are to be run continuously at high power levels. 

• Qm: The mechanical quality factor is defined as the ratio of the energy 
supplied per cycle to the energy dissipated per cycle. 

Combining all the coefficients, the behavior of a complete piezo actuator can be 
modeled. The best way to model a piezo actuator seems to be to model it as an 
equivalent electrical circuit. Using these models it is possible to estimate the 
performance of the piezo at a certain frequency quite well. But problems arise when 
trying to model a piezo through its entire frequency range. Different models have to 
be used for different frequencies. Because this research is not interested in predicting 
the behavior, but just in monitoring it, these models will not be used. 
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9.3 Behavior of the piezoelectric actuator 
To monitor the output/input of a piezo actuator, several properties of actuators have to 
be defined [32+33]: 

• Voltage ranges: Two main types of piezo actuators are available: low-voltage 
devices requiring 150 V or less and high-voltage devices requiring about 1000 
V for full extension. 

• 

• 

• 

The maximum operating 
voltage depends on the 
ceramic material used 
and the thickness of the 
individual layers 
(parameters like 
insulation are also 
important). The high
voltage ceramics are 
normally called "hard" 
ceramics. Low-voltage 
ceramics are called 
"soft" ceramics. There 
are some differences: a 
soft ceramic has high 
activity in conjunction 
with high losses. 
Opposed to this, hard 

Material Electrostrlctive Hard Soft 
Piezoelectric Piezoelectric 

Sensitivity 
Very high (at specific 

Low High 
temperature) 

Max. Field 4MVm' 1 MVm' 0.3 MVm' 

Max. Frequency No limit 100kHz 20kHz 

Tern perature 
Very Low High Medium 

Stability 

Max. Temp 700 "C 200 oc 1DD"C 

Hysteresis Very low Low Medium 

Ageing Very Low Low Medium 

Accuracy Very high High Medium 

Reproducibility Very high High Medium 

Creep Very low Low Medium 

Linearity 
Very low (Quadratic 

High High 
at low field) 

,_' ' 

Fig 9.2: Differences between hard and soft PZT material 

ceramics have comparatively less activity, in association with low loss. Main 
differences can be seen in the figure 9.2 
Stroke (displacement): Displacement ofPZT ceramics is primarily a function 
of the applied electric field strength (E), the piezoelectric material used and the 
length L of the actuator. The displacement of an unloaded single-layer piezo 
actuator can be estimated by the following equation: 

M =E·dif·L0 

For piezo stacks generally a polarity is stated: it defines the polarity of the 
maximum voltage applicable. This means that certain stacks can be driven in a 
bipolar operation, improving the stroke and force generation capability of the 
actuator. 
Using PZTs, always keep in mind that the stroke/voltage diagram of a piezo 
actuator shows a distinct hysteresis. Typical high strain actuator materials 
show a hysteresis of 10-15%. 
Maximum applicable forces: PZT ceramics can withstand pressures up to a 
few hundred MPa before it breaks mechanically. This value must not be 
approached because depolarization occurs at pressures on the order of 25% of 
the mechanical limit. 
Stiffness: High stiffness values are required to minimize the variation of a 
stack's length under varying load. Typically stiffness of low voltage actuators 
is higher than high voltage actuators. There must be noticed that the stiffness 
of an actuator differs under different conditions. A PZT element with open 
electrodes for example, appears to be stiffer than one with shorted electrodes. 
This is due to the electric charging of the element. The main conclusion is that 
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Hook's law is not obeyed, so no single stiffness value can reasonably be given. 
For example, stiffness determined using very low-amplitude displacements is 
almost twice as high as measured using large-amplitude displacements. 

• Force generation: An actuator is only capable of generating force at the cost of 
the actuator's stroke. Maximum force generation results in zero stroke. 

• Resonant frequency: In general the resonant frequency is a function of its 
stiffness and effective mass. For a relatively long slender actuator, the first 
resonance mode is in the axial direction of the PZT. For stacks with larger 
diameters, attention must be paid to the resonance mode of the stack's 
diameter. 
The first axial resonance frequency for an unloaded situation is equal to: 

fr - (-1 )~ k, [9.9] 
0 - 2. ff meff 

Note: the theoretical value will differ from the practical one. This is due to 
non-linear spring behavior of the PZT ceramics. When adding a mass M to the 
actuator the resonant frequency will drop. In addition to this; the resonance 
frequency can be kept high by improving the stiffness of the element. 
The stiffness of the element can be improved by pre loading the actuator. 
Mechanical pre-stressing the actuator is usually done by some kind of spring 
mechanism. Pre-stressing actuators results in two other advantages than 
increasing the stiffness: 

1. Improvement of the stroke of the actuator. Some materials show 
remarkable stroke enhancement on mechanical loading, whereas other 
types are rather insensitive to load variations. 

2. Compensation for tensile stress to prevent damage of the actuator. 
Piezo ceramics are very sensitive to tensile stresses. 

Only by applying mechanical preloading can piezo actuators be operated with 
high dynamics (pulsed operation). Preloading of approximately 10-20% of the 
specified maximum load of the actuator is optimal. 

• Response time: Fast response is one of the desirable features of a piezo 
actuator. A PZT can reach its nominal displacement in approximately 113 of 
the period of the resonant frequency. Understand that this is a minimal value 
and it requires an amplifier with sufficient output current and rise time. 

• Temperature: piezoelectric actuators require charge and discharge currents that 
increase with the operating frequency. The thermal active power P generated 
in the actuator during harmonic excitation (estimation): 

p = ff . tan( 5) . f. c . U 2 

4 pp 

As can be seen, the power losses increase linear with frequency. This means 
that in high frequency ranges power losses will be considerable. Also the 
critical Curie temperature of the ceramic will be reached in a shorter amount 
of time. The only parameters that can be influenced, to prevent or delay this 
phenomenon, are the capacitance and the dielectric loss factor; they should be 
chosen as low as possible. In the next picture the temperature development as 
function of voltage and frequency can be seen (fig 9.3). The picture is valid for 
a small (AE0505D16) Tokin America PZT, but it gives an indication that the 
maximum drive frequency is very limited in AC drive conditions. The 
maximum drive frequency at 40 Vis limited to approximately 5kHz. 
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Fig 9.3: Heat generation of a Tokin America PZT as function of 

9. 4 Consequences for high frequency operation 
This research is especially interested in high frequency dynamic operation of 
piezoelectric actuators. PZTs can provide accelerations of thousands of g's and are 
normally perfectly suited for dynamic applications. Because an output of 
approximately 40 kHz is necessary, this research will encounter some problems [32]. 

- Dynamic forces can limit the maximum drive frequency of the piezoelectric 
actuator. Every time the amplifier changes voltage, the piezo element changes 
its dimensions. Due to the inertia of the PZT mass, a rapid change will 
generate a force acting on the piezo. In sinusoidal operation with frequency f 
and amplitude 'a', peak forces can be estimated according: 

Fdyn = 4. tr2 . mett . a. /2 

Attaching a mass rigidly to the rapid moving actuator means creating high 
dynamic forces in the ceramic. These forces may limit the maximum drive 
frequency. 
The maximum operating frequency is also limited by the phase and amplitude 
response of the system. Especially the amplitude response at high frequencies 
under a certain mechanical lead is important. Are piezo ceramics capable of 
transforming high frequency electrical input signals into efficient mechanical 
output? 
The temperature. Suppose that dynamic forces are low and that the amplitude ( ~ 

response remains flat until the resonant frequency. Will the temperature stay 
below the critical Curie temperature? (Probably the amplitude response will 
have some connection with the dielectric loss factor, namely efficiency. The 
dielectric loss factor directly influences the dissipated heat, and thus the 
temperature, in the actuator.) 

This overview of piezoelectric technology is important to understand the limits of 
applying PZTs in high frequency operation. In the next chapter this knowledge of 
PZT technology will be used to introduce new ideas, how to apply PZTs in 
ultrasonics. 
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10 Applying PZTs in ultrasonic technology 

10.1 Running PZTs at high frequencies 
Piezoelectric elements are available in 
different forms . There are single sheet PZT, 
stacks (fig 10.1), PZT tubes etc. Each 
element has its own characteristics like size, 
stroke, capacitance, stiffness, resonance 
frequency, maximum (blocking) force, 
compression force and price. Our main 
concern is the relative large stroke and high 
frequency at which the element has to 
perform. 

Fig 10.1: Different sorts of stack actuators 

It is normally impossible to run any piezoelectric element at 40kHz with a stroke of7 
micrometers, due to internal heat development. At some point namely the PZT will 
reach a critical temperature, which never may be exceeded. 
This critical temperature is reached pretty fast when the PZT is working at maximum 
amplitude (read maximum voltage). Normally a few kHz can be reached (See figure 
9.3, critical temperature=95 °C). 
So frequency responses and dynamic forces are not the first concern. The main 
problem is the excessive heat development in piezoelectric actuators. Solutions have 
to be found to avoid or control the heat development. Three ways will be discussed. 

1. First of all, the PZT can be used to induce a natural frequency in a mechanical 
element. A PZT operates at approximately the natural frequency of the 
element, on which it is rigidly , 
attached. The element, which 
vibrates at its natural 
frequency, is a booster. It is 
necessary to multiply the 
amplitude. So only a small 
amplitude of the PZT is 
necessary to create a relative 
large displacement. A 
possible construction is 
depicted in figure 10.2. 
The converter (nr. 1) 
transforms the high-frequency 
electric energy produced by 
the PZT into mechanical 
energy. The booster (nr. 3) 
serves as an amplitude 
transformer for the required 
amplitude range. Amplitude 
magnification is achieved by 

Fig. 18 

Fig 10.2: Booster configuration 

certain design features or the geometrical shape of the booster. The resonance 
frequency of the booster has to match the nominal frequency (working 
frequency) of the generator. 
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In this particular booster configuration a longitudinal vibration is used. A 
bending vibration can also be applied. By the use of stepped horns, or better
called, reduced diameter of a beam, fairly big amplitudes at high frequencies 
can be obtained. The PZT should be mounted on a bending point at a stiff 
portion of the beam. At this point, strains are relative low, so the power needed 
from the PZT to induce the vibration can be kept low. In this way high 
temperatures in the PZT can be avoided. 

2. A second method to use a PZT to create high frequency, long stroke 
movements is probably active 
cooling of the PZT. Suppose a 
ring actuator as in picture 10.3. 
The efficient cooling surface in a 
ring actuator compared to a stack 
actuator is high. This means that, 
if properly designed, heat can be 
dissipated from the ring in a very 
effective way. It is possible that 
temperatures will remain low 

during high frequency, long stroke Fig 10.3: Different ring actuators 
usage of the element. In this way 
the ring actuator can be used 
directly to create the movement, avoiding complex mechanical element 
resonating at a certain frequency. 

3. A third method is to use several PZTs, and run them separately on the same 
frequency with a phase difference, which is set by the number ofPZTs. Ifthe 
PZTs would be steered with a sinusoidal wave, as normally, the different PZTs 
would interfere and a signal containing non-constant amplitudes would result. 
Though, if the PZTs would be fed with an impulse instead of a sinus, and the 
rise- and decay times are low enough, the output signals of the PZTs will not 
interfere. In this way the frequency of the incoming signal will be multiplied 
by the number of elements, resulting in a higher output frequency. The 
advantage of this system is that the separate elements can run at lower 
frequencies, avoiding high temperatures. Note that the amplitude of one 
element is equal to the amplitude of the total system, disregarding reaction 
forces on and deflection of other elements. 

The first option has already been applied in different researches, as explained in 
PART I. 
The technique, especially the application of the linear ultrasonic cutting technique, has 
been used successfully to cut different sorts materials. In order to cut elliptical 
patterns, bending modes in beams were used. As discussed in chapter 8 (Part I), there 
are some serious critics on this technique. Researchers can only guess what is 
happening at the actual tool tip. The beam could actually vibrate in a completely 
different frequency during cutting (due to cutting forces)! Another critic is that a 
vibrating beam is not flexible in changing variables. The cutting frequency for 
instance is fixed . 
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Because this research tries to estimate the influences of different parameters 
(including the frequency) on the ultrasonic cutting process, the option of designing a 
vibrating beam is not suitable. 

The second option is to actively cool the PZT. This could be quite effective, but there 
are a lot of problems arising when this solution would be chosen. In the first place, 
there needs to be a transfer from the heat in the element to another medium. This 
medium could be air, but probably a closed cooling circuit with another medium like 
water is necessary. The PZT running at high voltages has to be strictly separated from 
the cooling fluid . This causes a lot of design problems. The technique is applicable, 

r 
but it is very complicated. 
The third option, running the different elements with impulse inputs, looks very 
prom1smg. 

10.2 Impulse operation of PZTs 
As mentioned, the idea is to feed different PZTs with impulses, which are out of phase 
(Fig 10.4). If the response time of the PZTs is low enough, the output signals ofthe 
separate PZTs will not interfere, and a multiplication of the system output frequency 

Amp 
1 

Amp 
2 

Fig 10.4: PZT impulse multiplication operation 

will result. The frequency at which the PZTs have to run depends on the number of 
elements and the desired output frequency of the total system: 

/drive = foul [1 0.1] 
n 

The phase difference ( <p) between the impulses is also a function of the number of 
elements (n): 

2·7r rp =- [10.2] 
n 

The main concern in this issue is the response speed of the ferroelectric actuators. The 
response speed of ferroelectric actuators depends not only on the materials properties, 
but also on the mechanical resonance frequency of the device and the specification of 
the power drive. In a frequency range as high as the mechanical resonance frequency, 
the vibration amplitude is remarkably enhanced. Above the resonant frequency, the 
strain level is completely suppressed. Therefore, the theoretically fastest response is 
given by the resonance period. The minimum response time (rise and decay) of a 
single PZT on an impulse is limited by: 
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[10.3] 

On the other hand, the maximum reaction time of a single PZT allowed, in order not 
to interfere with other elements, can be estimated according to: 

f = T drive = __ 1_ 1 
max I' 

n J drive 
0 n 

[10.4] 

In practice, the minimum response time of an actuator is limited by the combination 
of the piezo and the power drive. Driving a ceramic actuator corresponds to the 
injection of charge to a large capacitor. The voltage rises or falls exponentially with a 
certain time constant. This time constant is called the cut-off frequency [ s] of the total 
system. It is given by the product of the capacitance ofthe actuator and the impedance 
of the amplifier [30]. 

f cut-off = C · R amp 

1 1 
fcut- off = - - = C R 

f cut -off • amp 

[10.5] 

[10.6] 

Rule 1: The lower the impedance of the amplifier, the higher the cut-off frequency . 
Rule 2: Reduction of the capacitance leads to a higher cut-off frequency. However the 
required current of the amplifier must be kept in mind. 

To reduce the capacitance of the ferroelectric actuator, the relative permittivity must 
be as low as possible. Applying a ferroelectric actuator means making a choice 
between piezoelectric and electrostrictive actuators. Electrostrictive materials have 
higher relative permittivity than piezoelectric materials. This means a higher 
capacitance, so lower response speed [30]. 
So piezoelectric materials are in favor regarding to response speed. 

The piezoelectric actuator has to fulfill certain demands. As mentioned the resonance 
frequency has to be as high as possible. Also the capacitance of the piezo has to be as 
low as possible. The stiffness of each element has to be high. In this way the elements 
can be used as construction elements. In order to avoid expensive amplifiers the 
driving voltage must be low. This means that soft piezoelectric materials are in favor 
compared to hard piezoelectric materials . The main advantage of hard piezoelectric 
materials is, hysteresis rates are not as high as in soft piezoelectric materials. Thus 
heat development will be higher in soft piezoelectric materials. 
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11 Modeling an impulse driven PZT 

11. 1 Impulse response of a PZT 

Because a pulse drives the PZTs, the reaction of the PZT as a change in length is very 
important. The output of a PZT as a function of its input can be modeled by using the 
dynamic equation of a longitudinal vibration mode [30] : 

p( ~~) {:J( ~~) [11.1] 

The Laplace transform is a powerful tool for treating a transient response to a pulse 
input: 

00 

U(s) = L [u(t) ]= Je-' 1 ·u(t)·dt [11.2] 
0 

The Laplace transform of a rectangular input pulse starting at t=a and ending at t=b 
(fig. 11.1): 

() 1( -as -hs ) g s = -· e -e 
s 

[11.3] 

h(t) I\ 

/ 

a b t 

Fig 11.1: Impulse 

The Laplace transformation for the dynamic equation with: 

u(t = O,x) = 0/\ Ju(t = O,x) = 0Au(t,x = L/2) = 0/\u(t,x = 0) = - u(t,x = L) 
5t 

p · s33 =--;.- (v=sound velocity of the piezo ceramic) 
v 

leads to the total displacement of the PZT: 

U(s x = L) = 2 · d · E• · (~) · r 1- e =;: l ' 33 -sL s -
1 + e v 

where E* is equal to: 

E• _ K ( ) _ K ( -as -1>.1·) - ·gs - - ·e -e 
s 

when a=O and: 
n·L 

b=-
v 

[11.4] 

[11.5] 

[ 11.6] 

[ 11. 7] 

b is chosen in this way because the resonance period of a piezoelectric actuator is 
equal to: 

2-L 
Tres =- [11.8] 

v 
so if n is equal to 2; the piezoelectric actuator is vibrated exactly in its resonance 
frequency. With a and b: 
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• K ( -nLs J 
E =-;· 1-e v [11.9] 

All the equation necessary to solve the output u(t) of the PZT as a function of a 
rectangular pulse with length b, are available. Now let us obtain the displacement of 
the PZT for n=1 and 2. 

For n=1: 

r 
-sL ] V (1-e -v )2 

U(s L) = 2 . K . d . ( - ) . 
' 33 2 -sL s -

1 + e v 

[11.10] 

The last term in this equation is not directly solvable. To estimate the behavior of the 
PZT, Taylor expansion series have been made [30] . The inverse Laplace transform is 
solvable in brackets: 

u(t,L) = 2 · K ·d33 ·v·t 

u(t,L)=2 K d33 v{r-3(t- ~)] 

u(t,L)=2 K d33 +-3(r-~)+{-2~)] 

L 
O<t< -

v 

L L 
-<t<2·
v v 

L L 
2·-<t<3·-

v v 

for n=2, no Taylor expansion series have to be made: 

U (s ,L) = 2 · K ·d33 {;, Hl-2·e -;' +e -';' ' J 
thus, 

u(t , L) = 2 · K · d33 · v · t 
L 

O<t <-
v 

u(t,L) = 2 K d33 +-2(t- ~)] L L 
-<t < 2 ·-
v v 

u(t ,L)=O 
L 

t > 2·-
v 

[11.11] 

[11.12] 

[11.13] 

[11.14] 

[11.15] 

[11.16] 

[ 11.17] 
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Now it is possible to plot these two responses against time: 

u u 

(a)n= l 

u 

(c) n=3 

Fig 11 .2: Impulse responses for different pulse widths 

T/2 T 3T/2 2T 

(b) n=2 

= Electric field 
= PZT response 

( 

As can be seen, only in the situation where the pulse width (n=2) is exactly adjusted 
to the resonance period of the piezoelectric actuator, the response in infinite time is 
zero. In all the other situations, so-called "ringing" occurs. Ringing of the PZT is not 
allowed in this situation because possible interference with other PZTs may occur. 
From this analysis can be concluded, that problems are expected with respect to 
interference with other PZTs, when the PZTs are running at a different frequency than 
the resonant. The analysis as presented above does not include damping factors. In 
reality, these factors will be present. The damping will play an important role, because 
it will determine the amount of time the ringing phenomenon will continue to be 
present in the system. From this point of view, high damping factors are a must, to 
prevent interference between the different signals. 

In this paragraph only the response of the PZT was monitored. In reality the PZT is 
preloaded by some mechanism. The PZT together with the flexure form a system with 
a certain natural frequency . This raises the question how a mechanical system will 
respond to an impulse input. 
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11.2 Impulse response of mechanical flexure 
Lets take the simplest mechanical model to estimate the response to an impulse input. 
This model is an undamped spring-mass system. Th~ differential equation, which 

\ describes this model: 

[11 .18] 

where ron is equal to the natural frequency of this 1 DOF system. 
This model can be simulated in Matlab to obtain the output of the system (x) as a 
function ofthe input f(t) . 
To check if the theory described in paragraph 11 .1 is valid for any mechanical system, 
an impulse will be modeled with a width equal to the time period of the resonant 
frequency. 
If: f ...... 
(0 n = 2 . .7r :; thep 

T = 2 ·.n- =Ii 
OJn 

So a step input of a length of 1 second should result in no ringing. This statement is 
checked and it appears to be valid according to figure 11 .3 

Linear Simulation Results 

-1L-~---L--~--L-~---L--~~L-~--~ 

0 05 15 2 25 35 45 5 

rme(sec) 

Fig 11.3 : adjusted impulse width simulation 

This means that a combined system of a certain PZT and a mechanical flexure is 
expected to behave as figure 11 .3, according to the theories described in this chapter. 

Because this response cancels out any resonant ringing after an impulse hits the 
system, the two PZTs are expected not to interfere. In order to run a number ofPZTs 
in series this is an absolute must. 

The only way to check the behavior ofPZTs in impulse operation is to do some 
experiments. 
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12 Experimental approach 

12.1 Setup 
To check the behavior of impulse driven PZTs, the following demands on the 
experiment have to be fulfilled: 

• The experiment should be able to analyze the behavior of at least two 
piezoelectric elements. 

• Each element (n) has to be driven at a certain frequency, specified by the 
desired output of the system divided by the number of elements (n). 

• The driving mode is a pulse. The pulse width, height and frequency have to be 
changed during the experiment. 

• The output of the system has to be measured. The output of the system 
consists out of two parameters: temperature and displacement in time. The 1 
temperature of the piezoelectric element will be measured, preventing burning 
of the element 

• The displacement in time has to be measured on the fly. Measuring equipment 
has to be able to detect displacements with amplitudes of 15 11m and 
frequencies up to 40 kHz. 

• The elements placed in series, have to be preloaded. The load pressure on the 
elements should be variable. 

In order to fulfill these demands the following setup of the experiment is presented: 
o Mechanical: The elements have to be mounted on a rigid wall with theoretic 

infinite stiffness. In order to preload them, some sort of flexural system has to 
present (fig 12.1): 

Flexure 

set screw 

PZTs 

Fig 12.1: Proposal experimental setup 

An elastic flexure and a rigid setting screw preload the elements. The number 
of elements can be changed quickly, by adjusting the setting screw. 
To estimate the dimensions of the flexure, the type ofPZTs used has to be 
known. 
As already mentioned the PZT has to fulfill some criteria. A piezoelectric 
actuator, which satisfies these demands, and was available in stock, is the 
Tokin America AE0203D08 (fig 10.1 , left side). Piezoelectric actuators from 
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Piezomechanik were also considered. The features seemed to be the same as 
the Tokin actuators, but they were not available in stock. 

Table 12.1: features of AE0203D08 Tokio America PZT 
Type Dim Stroke Cap Res. Max. Compr. Price 

(mm) (J..Lm) (nF) Freq force force ($) 
(kHz) (N) (N) 

AE0203D08 2x3x10 9/6 180 138 200 200 21 .00 

The maximum force generation of the PZT is 200 N (table 12.1). At this force 
generation the stroke of the piezo is equal to zero. A graph can be drawn with 
an approximation of the PZTs stroke as a function of the generated force (fig 
12.2). In the same plot lines can be drawn, which represent certain flexure 
stiffness. A flexure 
for instance with a 
stiffness of 1 Oe6 
N/m, results in a 
generated force of 
65 N and a stroke 
of6.5 J..Lm. 
Note that these 
numbers are valid 
when the PZT is 
running at a 150 V. 
If the applied 
voltage is less, the 
stroke will be less. 
The dimensions of 
the flexure can be 
estimated using an 

Force generation verus displacement 

l O r-~--~~--~~--~--~~==~~ 
- PZT 
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2 
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- c4=5e6 

~ 
PZT 

0o~-L--4~0--ffi~~oo--~,oo--~120L--,~L--,~ffi--1~00~2oo 

Force (N) 

Fig 12.2: Force generation versus displacement 

elastic beam deflection formula. 
For a beam supported at both ends and loaded at the center, the stiffness is 
estimated by [27] : 

48 -E· l 
sl = P [12.1] 

For a beam fixed at both ends and loaded at the center, the stiffness is 
represented by: 

192-E·l 
S2 = P [12.2] 

The right representation of the stiffness of the flexure will be in between these 
two values. This is due to the approximation of the supports of the flexure . 

The length (1) and the width (b) of the flexure are known: 

l = b = 20 x l0-
3 

[m] Q 
For the experiment aluminum will be used with a Young' s modulus o 7 e 10 
[N/m2

] and a density of2700 [kg/m3
]. This results in a height ofthe be : 

h, = 2.4 [mm] 

h2 = 1.5 [mm] 
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The setup will be designed with a flexure thickness of2.5 mm (see appendix 
F). If this value is to stiff, material can be removed to reduce the thickness. 

In the final setup not only the static behavior, but also the dynamic resonance 
is very important. To estimate the first natural frequency of the designed 
flexure the following equation is valid [23]: 

~ ( E -h
2 J J; = 2 2 

2·tr·L 12·p·(l-v) 
[12.3] 

For a clamped-free clamped-free rectangular aluminum plate t.,} is equal to 
22.27. So for the designed flexure the first natural frequency is estimated to 
be: 
f.,= 34 kHz 

For a supported-free supported-free rectangular aluminum plate t.,} is equal to 
9.63 . The first natural frequency in this case is equal to: 
f., = 15 kHz 
As with stiffness, it is difficult to estimate which boundary conditions exactly 
apply. Probably the true natural frequency will be in between these two values. 
What the influence of this natural frequency will be on the output of the 
system is unknown. 

As mentioned the PZTs have to be preloaded. They will be preloaded at 20% 
of its maximal force generation. This means the preload force is 40 N. 
Suppose one piezoelectric actuator has to be preloaded to the flexure. The 
resultant stiffness of the two springs in series is: 

~-~ [ 
ere.\ = 12.4] 

c1 +c2 

If the stiffness ofthe PZT is estimated to be 40e6 [N/m], the resultant stiffness 1 

is equal to 8 N/~-tm. Preloading at 40 N, means a preload stroke of 5 ~-tm . 

Because this stroke is very small, a fine thread setting screw has to be used. In 
the final design an 80 threads/inch setting screw will be used. This is equal to 
3.15 threads/mm. To obtain a 5 ~-tm stroke, the setting screw has to be turned 
approximately 1 0 degrees. 

o Electrical: The amplifier should be able to provide impulse inputs to three 
separate PZTs. So three different output channels are needed. As mentioned, 
the amplifier has to be able to change pulse width, height and frequency. The 
range of the different variables in each channel are listed below (table 12.2): 

Table 12.2: Electrical features 
Frequency range Pulse width range Pulse height range 

1-40kHz 0-500 !-tS 0-150 v 

Another important variable is the current (A), the amplifier has to supply to 
the PZT. The following equations describe the relationship between amplifier 
output current, voltage and operating frequency [32]. Note that the 
relationships are developed for sinusoidal operation, not for pulse drive 
methods! 
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iaverage ~ f 0 c 0 upp u [12.5] 

imax ~J·tr·C·Upp [12.6] 

For instance, driving a 180 nF PZT at 100 V with a 40kHz frequency requires 
approximately 2 A. This number gives an indication of the amount of current 
the amplifier has to generate. 
Another factor is the total resistance of the amplifier. The resistance of the 
amplifier influences the cut-off frequency of the total system. Therefore the 
resistance has to be as low as possible (see 1 0.2). 
Electricians at the Center for Precision Metrology will build the amplifier. 

o Measurement: In the experiment amplitudes up to 15 11m and frequencies of 
40 kHz have to be measured. There are only a few possibilities to do this, 
because the need of a high bandwidth of approximately 100 kHz. The 
possibilities are: 
1. An eddy current sensor (needs to be calibrated) 
2. Optical sensor (CTD-sensor, fiber optic displacement sensor) 
3. Piezoelectric sensor 
4. Strain gauges 
In the initial setup a cap gage probe with a bandwidth of 10 kHz and a-3 dB 
bandwidth of 20 kHz will be used. This will limit the possibility to run the 
PZTs at high frequency. If the theory works at lower frequencies, position 
sensors with higher bandwidths can be used. 

12.2 Realization single PZT iii --~ 
The first experiments were conducted on a sin e PZT element (see fig 12.4). "'\ 
Understanding the process of pulsing a single PZ · -neeessary-ferinterpreting the 
final experiment, in which a multitude of PZTs will be pulsed. 
In the following figure (fig 12.3) the layout ofthe setup as a black box model will be 
described: 

TTL 

Fig 12.3 : Black box model of setup 

Oscilloscope 

Computer 
(DAQ-card) 

Cap 
gage 

The cap gage-driver setup used in the experiment is a Lion Precision product. The 
sensitivity of the probe is 1.00 Vol mil . This is equal to 40 mV/f.!m. The driver has 
an analog output, which can be cou~ to a digital oscilloscope and a data acquisition 
board. The data acquisition board ed is a PCMCIA type; it was configured on a 
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notebook. This DAQ board (PCM-DAS16D/16) is developed by Computerboards, 
Inc. It is a 16-bit board with a maximum sampling frequency of 100 kHz. The readout 
ofthe board will be done in Lab View. A special program has been written to read the 
different channels. 

Fig 12.4: Actual setup 

1 To avoid damaging the PZT due to excessive heat development, the temperature of 
· the PZT is measured. Because the time constants of temperature fluctuations in such a 

small PZT as used in this experiment are very high, a highly sensitive temperature 
measurement method has to be used. The maximum temperature will stay below 120 
°C (250°F), therefore a scanning thermistor thermometer will be used. Because the 
probe of the thermistor is slightly bigger than the area of the PZT, the measured 
temperature will be lower than the actual one. Nevertheless, a good picture of the heat 
development in the PZT will be obtained. 

12.3 Measurement and results 
The first concern in the experiments is the frequency response of the flexure system. 
When the single PZT is driven at a certain frequency it can excite the flexure system 
in a natural frequency . This natural frequency will be dominant in the output signal. 
The consequence is, the true input signal will be distorted. 
To measure the frequency response of the flexure system the impulse response 
technique has been used. The Fourier Transform Spectra can be constructed of the 
output signal, indicating the natural frequencies of the signal. The bandwidth ofthe 
impulse response measuring system is approximately 30kHz and the maximum 
sampling frequency is 125kHz. The system uses a small hammer as input signal and 
an accelerometer to measure the output. The following frequency response of the 
unloaded flexure has been measured: 
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The first two dominant unloaded natural frequencies are at approximately12 kHz and 
17kHz (fig 12.5). This means that two natural frequencies are in the range of0-40 
kHz. 
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Fig 12.5: Unloaded flexure frequency response 

The measurement above is made in an unloaded situation, so no preloaded piezo was 
attached to the flexure . It was not possible to make any frequency response plots of 
the preloaded flexure due to the high axial stiffness of the PZT. The only way to 
estimate the natural frequencies of the total system (so flexure including preloaded 
PZT) is, to scan the whole frequency range at constant voltage. Due to the bandwidth 
of the cap gage, the measurement is limited to 20 kHz. The following frequency 
response has been measured (fig 12.6) : 

300 
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Fig 12.6: Loaded flexme frequency response 

25000 

Due to the higher stiffness of the pre loaded flexure the first natural frequency has 
been shifted from 12kHz to 15kHz. Probably the second natural frequency has also 
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been shifted to higher frequencies, but the cap gage probe is not able to detect this. 
Notice that the first natural frequency is still in the range of0-40 kHz. 

Response flexure at 25 Volts, 5 kHz 
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Fig 12.7: Response flexure, 25 V, 5kHz 

The picture above (fig 12.7) shows a response ofthe flexure on an impulse input in 
the voltage supplied to the PZT. The frequency of the impulse input is 5 kHz and the 
"on-time" is approximately 40 microseconds. Between the impulses there is a 
resonant ringing, the amplitude of the ringing seems to be constant so damping is 
minimal. 
A Fourier analysis of this signal shows that there is a dominant frequency of 15kHz 
in the signal. Because the peak in this spectrum is located at exactly the natural 
frequency ofthe system, the 15kHz signal must be equal to the frequency ofthe 
resonant ringing~This means that after an impulse hit the system, the system is 
vibrating at its first natural frequency . 
Changing the impulse width does not influence the output of the flexure. The 15 kHz 

ll ;; ('> 
I • 

!
., .. , l 

;.' f.. •·: I/. 

. ~_,;:..e.t/t--1 

resonant frequency is dominant in the output signal, no matter what the width of the J 
impulse is. This means that the theoretical observations in chapter 11 cannot be -----) 
confirmed at this moment. t 
All measurement presented above were done at 25 Volts. Increasing the input voltage 
does not change the output frequencies but only the amplitude. All the amplitude 
spectra are therefore valid through a wide voltage range. 
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12.4 Temperature 
Increasing the input voltage does create another problem: temperature. As stated 
earlier the temperature of the PZT is a function of the applied frequency and the 
voltage. 
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Fig 12.8: Temperature as function of frequency and voltage 

Increasing voltage or frequency leads to higher temperatures according the following 
graph (12.8): ·~ 
Increasing voltage with increasing frequency results in a dramatic increase in 
temperature. 
Because the voltage is limited the maximum stroke of the flexure is limited. When a 
broad range of frequencies needs to be tested, the test should be performed at 25 V 
(see fig 12.8). 

12.5 Stroke 

At the first resonance frequency the maximum stroke at 25 V is equal to 6 1..1.m. At 
frequencies besides the resonant one, strokes fluctuate with frequency but are in the 
order of2-3 1..1.m (at 25 V). This is clearly to low, looking at the specifications. The 
solution is to increase voltage. Due to heat development this is impossible. 

12. 6 Rise times 
Rise times of the PZT loaded by an impulse are very low, and are typically in the 
order of 20 I..I.S. 

12.7 Realization double PZTs 
As mentioned, the maximum stroke of the flexure is limited because the maximum 
drive voltage, valid in a large frequency domain, is 25 V. If the technique of using two 
PZTs, both running at lower frequencies, is applicable; increasing the drive voltage to 
each separate PZT could increase the maximum stroke. 
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The critical factor is temperature, so experiments are performed where the output 
frequency of the total system is compared to the internal heat development of the 
PZTs. 
As can be seen in the picture (fig 12.9), there is a big advantage using two PZTs. The 
range of drive frequencies can be increased drastically. In the single setup a maximum 
of5 kHz could be reached at 50 Volts, now a 10kHz output can be obtained at the 
same voltage. 

Temperature PZTs 
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Fig 12.9: Temperature in single -and double operation 

Off course the actual output is the most decisive factor. As said, the single setup had a 
resonant frequency of 15 kHz. This resonant frequency was interfering with the actual 
output. Driving the same flexure system with two PZTs will disturb the system again 

Response flexure at 50 V, 3kHz (double) 
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Fig 12.10: Response flexure, 50 V, 3 kHz, double operation 
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in its natural frequency. 
This can be seen in figure 12.10. In between the two pulses there is again a 15kHz 
signal present. Fourier analysis has verified this. 
If the two PZTs are running at 7.5 kHz, they actuate the resonant mode exactly. 
Because the PZTs are both running at lower frequency compared to the single PZT 
setup, the heat development is less. Therefore the applied voltage can be increased, 
resulting in a longer stroke. A maximum stroke of 10 1-1m has been obtained in 9 
resonant mode. One of the objectives of this research is to study the influence of the 
ultrasonic frequency on the cutting process. The frequency has to be changed 
continuously. Therefore it is not possible to use the resonant frequency. ~ 

Though the rise times of the PZTs look promising, natural frequencies of the total 
system are disturbing a clear output signal. To avoid this a flexure system has to be 
developed which has a much higher natural frequency than the first prototype. If for 
instance a flexure system with a first natural frequency of 50 kHz can be developed, 
the amplitude of the resonant ringing will be less. In this way, there will still be a 
resonant ringing in between the pulses, but it will not be so dominant as the 15 kHz 
signal in the foregoing pictures. This topic will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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13 Second generation of flexure systems 

Designing a flexure system with an extremely high natural frequency and an in 
comparison fairly low stiffness is a challenge. A new idea will be presented, which 
will hopefully fulfill the demands. 

13. 1 Longitudinal vibrations 

Traditionally researchers used longitudinal vibrations in beams to excite a tooltip in a 
linear way. This idea of using longitudinal vibration in a rod is used to develop a new 
flexure system. In this design the typical high natural frequency of a rod vibrating in 
its axial direction and the multif layer PZTs are used to create a compact flexure with 
an extremely high natural frequency (Fig 13.1 ). All the elastic deformation must be 
concentrated in the two rods. To accomplish this, an extremely rigid top block is 
necessary. So compared to the first design, the flexure is not dependent on any 
bending stiffness. 
To use axial stiffness as a flexure the following setup is presented: 

Too block 

2 PZTs 

Setscrew 

Rod (2x) 

Fig 13 .1: Setup second-generation flexure system 

The problem that arises is to combine the desired stiffness in the design, because any 
rod is known to be extremely stiff in its axial direction. 
The total stiffness of the flexure is equal to: 

) t{~ 11 C)J~ui~ ktat = 2 · kmd 

k £. A rod 
rod = L 

[13.1] 

[13.2] 

So suppose the rods are made of steel, the length is equal to two times the length of a 
single PZT and the desired stiffness is again 1 Oe6 N/m. This results in a diameter of 
the rod: 
Arod = 4.76e-6 m2 

d rod =0.78 mm 
With this value in mind, the dynamic behavior of the flexure will be examined. The 
following dynamical model is proposed (Fig 13.2): 
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M 

Fig 13 .2: Model offlexure system 

The first natural frequency of this system is equal to: 

"'" = ~ ~:~ r~ 
2 lf1J1 (/J l 

M e;r =M +3·Mrod 

Off course, this model can also be represented by: 

M 

Fig 13.3: Simplified model 

,.t- 1 
,f 'J 

( 

/ 

[13.3] 

[13.4] 

Blevins [23] proposed a solution for longitudinal vibration of uniform beams with a 
stiffness k, loaded by a top mass M. 
The first natural frequency ofthis system is equal to: 

J; - ~ [E [13.5] 
I- 2·ff·L ~p 

Where A. 1 is the solution of: 

cot(~)=( M J 
p·A ·L 

[13.6] 

If the solution of the first model (for different cases) is compared to the general 
accepted solution of the second model by Blevins, a maximum deviation of 5% is 
noticed. This difference is acceptable. So model 1 can be used for calculations, this is 
convenient because the non-linear cot-function has disappeared. 
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13.2 Actual design 
Now the geometrical variables can be determined if the desired stiffness, the top mass 
and the desired natural frequency is known. The following procedure can be used (Fig 
13.4): 

k = 2· E · Arod 
tnt L 

L ,, 

f; 

,, 

Fig 13.4: Mathematical design procedure 

M 

For different materials (see appendix F) the following table (table 13.1) can be 
created: I 

.. - ~ 
~ 

Table ~.1: fi=40 kii'Z. ; ktot=l0e6 N/m; M=le-4 kg 
Material ( a=b [mm] ) diameter [ mm] length [mm] 

Mild steel \ 0,72 / 0,81 21 ,7 
Aluminum '--- +,2( 1,4 21 ,4 
Titanium 0,97 1,1 19 

Nylon 3,36 3,8 6,8 

As already concluded; typical small diameters of the flexure are the result. Because 
these small values of area influence the bending stiffness of the flexure, the total 
stiffness of the flexure should be increased. This again means choosing another type 
ofPZT. Tokin America Inc. produces a similar PZT as used in the first experiments. 
This PZT is capable of producing higher forces at the same displacement and same 
natural frequency (fig 10.1 , right side). The features: 

Table 13.2: Features AEOSOSD08 Tokin America PZT 
Type Dim Stroke Cap Res. Max. Compr. Price 

(mm) (~m) (nF) Freq force force ($) 
(kHz) (N) (N) 

AE0505D08 5x5x10 9/6 750 138 850 850 59.00 
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The stroke of the PZT can 
be plotted (Fig 13 . 5) 
again as a function of the 
generated force . At this 
time a flexure with a 
stiffness of30e6 N/m will 
result in a stroke of 
approximately 7 IJ.m at 
200N. 
The geometrical variables 
of the flexure can be 
calculated on basis ofthe 
new stiffness (table 13 .3). 
Note that in these new 
calculations the top mass 
is increased because of 
higher generated forces. 

Q) 

-e 4 
00 

3 

2 

50 

F orca generation lfBrus displ acement 

1 OJ 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Force (N) 

Fig 13.5: Stroke as function offorce generation 

~ 

Table 13.Y.l';=40 kHz ~ot=30e6 N/m ; M=3e-4 k2 
Material l a=b [mml/ diameter [ mm] length [mm] 

Mild steel ~ 1,41 21,7 
Aluminum 2,14 2,4 21 ,4 
Titanium 1,7 1,9 19 

Nylon 5,9 6,6 6,8 

Note: The length in these results didn' t change, because the top mass and the stiffness 
both were increased by a factor 3 . 
Note: The length ofthe flexure is almost equal to twice the length of a PZT for most 
materials. These results are purely coincidence but very convenient. 

Because of the availability and fatigue behavior of steel, it is chosen to be the 
construction material. N Ion could also be considered, but the length of the flexures 
should be as long as 7 mm. This s ort length means several design problems, which 
can be eliminated by using steel. 
When steel is being used, there are two options: 

1. Designing a flexure system out of one piece of steel. By wire EDM the square 
flexures can be produced. Two flexures need to be produced, both with a 
different stiffness (see appendix G1). 

2. Designing a flexure system, which uses "music wires" as a flexure. The thin 
steel wires should be mounted to a top and end mass. Changing the diameter 
of the wires means changing the stiffness of the setup. 

Because of the flexibility in changing the flexure length, the variability in changing 
the stiffness quickly, and avoiding complex wire EDM operations, option 2 has been 
chosen. 
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In the experiment the natural frequency of the flexure should be flexible. This can be 
done easily by changing the active length of the wires. Because the length of two 
PZTs is fixed, the preload surface should be flexible too. This ends up in the 
following design (fig 13 .6 and appendix G2): 

Setscrew, fine 
thn~arl P.rl 

Fig 13.6: Final design 

Top mass 

Wires, 
changeable 
length 

The PZTs are placed between the top mass and the setscrew. The design of the top 
mass is important, because the weight of it should be as low as possible with a desired 
infinite stiffness. For the first experiment a rigid piece of aluminum will be taken. 

Top mass 
Setscrew 

Wires 
/ : 

Fig 13.7: actual realization design 

If it seems to be that the first natural frequency is still to low, the design can be 
changed. Applications of tiny U-beams may be a solution for a stiff, low weight top 
mass. 

In picture 13 .7 the result can be seen. The biggest PZT of the two is placed between 
the setscrew and the top mass. The wires are clamped to the big mounting block by a 
plate, preloaded by 4 screws. 

{ 
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13.3 Measuring techniques 
In the first design a cap gage measurement device was utilized to detect the ultrasonic 
vibrations. The -3 dB bandwidth of this system is equal to 20 kHz. Because the 
second design is expected to achieve a first natural frequency of 40 kHz, the 
measurement method has to be upgraded. If the cap gage is used to measure any 
vibrations with a frequency higher than 20 kHz, the amplitude of the vibrations will 

·~,..., 01"•' en~~ not be recorded correctly. The new 
\ measurement method is an opto 

l'rom LJvhl Saurc• 

I 
Prob•Ha •Ta rg•t 
Otlpl~e:ernanl 

I 
To Pl>oloulll 

I 

_Lt::::=::=======v 
Fig 13.8: Schematic of optic lever sensor 

....... 

acoustic sensor. The basic principle 
employed in the Fiber Optic Lever 
Displacement Transducer comes 
down to the use of an adjacent pair 
of fiber optic elements, one to carry 
light from a remote source to an 
object or target whose displacement 
or motion is to be measured and the 
other to receive the light reflected 
from the object and carry it back to a 
remote photo sensitive detector. 
Fig.l3 .8 depicts the interaction of 
adjacent transmit and receive fibers 
as the light is reflected from a target. 
It can be seen that at zero gap, the 

light in the transmit fiber would be reflected directly back into itself and little or no 
light would be transferred to the receive fiber. As the gap increases, some of the 
reflected light is captured by the receive fiber and carried to the photo-sensitive 
detector. As the gap increases, a distance will be reached at which a maximum of 
reflected light is transferred to the receive fiber. Further increases in the gap will 
result in a decrease in the light at the receiver fiber face and a corresponding drop in 
the output signal from the photo sensor (fig 13 .8). 

The gap at which the maximum, or zero slope 
occurs, provides a convenient and readily 
usable calibration reference position at which 
the output signal can be normalized in order to 
obtain a consistent sensitivity factor relatively 
independent of the color or finish of the 
surface of the target or object under 

Fig 13.8: Typical sensor response measurement. 
The device used in these experiments is a 

product of opto acoustic sensor, Inc. It is an Angstrom resolver series dual channel, 
model201 . The -3 dB bandwidth ofthis system depends on the sensor and the signal 
amplification setting, but the maximum is equal to 5 GHz. In the range of these 
experiments the -3 dB bandwidth is equal to 100kHz. 5 times higher then the cap 
gage. 
The analog output voltage of the system is measured with a digital Textronix 
oscilloscope. It isn't feasible anymore to measure the output voltage with a data 
acquisition board installed on a laptop computer, as has been done in the first 
experiments. The sampling frequency of the DAQ board is limited to 100kHz on a 
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single channel. This means that the DAQ board will not monitor the highest 
frequencies correctly. It is possible to couple a printer directly to the oscilloscope, but 
then data processing is not possible. Another solution is to read out the GPffi (General 
Purpose Instrument Bus) on the laptop. In this way the oscilloscope acts as a 
measurement device (instead of the DAQ board), and the GPffi interface transfers 
data (communication device). The disadvantage ofthis system is that the 

Fig 13.9: GPIB interface 

and the computer. 

GPIB·USB·A 
wilh USB Cable 
Included 

GPIB Instrument 

measurement is never real time. 
Because there is no control function 
in this experiment this is not a 
problem. A National Instruments 
USB (Universal Serial Bus) 
controller has been purchased to 
achieve this communication (fig 
13 .9). Labview is needed to establish 
a connection between the instrument 

13. 4 Measurement and results ~d generation 
Two types of flexures are used in the experiments, both having a different stiffness 
but the same top mass. A flexure with a stiffness of 1 Oe6 N/m, using the steel wires of 
a diameter of0.8 mm, and a flexure with a stiffness of30e6 N/m, using steel wires of 
diameter 1.4 mm. The top mass in both cases is approximately equal to 9e-4 kg. Note 
that this is much higher than the mass used in the calculations in paragraph 13 .3. This 
means that the natural frequency of the systems will be lower than the one predicted. 
Mass can always be removed to increase the natural frequency . 

1.3.4.1 Low stiffness flexure 

As mentioned, the flexure with the lowest stiffness of 1 Oe6 Nlm, is made of two wires 
with a diameter of0.8 mm. One ofthe biggest problems encountered immediately is 
how to mount the wires to the top mass. The best strategy is to bend the wires around 
the top mass. The bend made acts as a restriction, and preloading the flexure creates a 
stiff fixture . Another problem encountered is the lateral stiffness ofthe system. 
Because all the stiffness is concentrated in the longitudinal direction, the lateral 
stiffness of the non-preloaded flexure is low. All of the lateral stiffness has to be 
created by the PZT itself Inclining the PZT results in poor lateral stiffness and this 
results in a dominant low natural frequency in the longitudinal direction. 
The main drawback from these two conclusions is that the design is extremely 
sensitive to the mounting procedure of the wires and the PZT. It appears that the setup 
is non repeatable. This is especially the case when using the small PZT. Therefore the 
tests of the small PZT will not be presented. Only the big PZT seems to be useful in 
this experiment. 
Though these conclusions seem to be discouraging, some actual measurements of a 
good setup have been made. 
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For the flexure with a stiffness of 10e6 using a single big AE0505D08 PZT, running 
at 25 V at 5 kHz the following measurement has been made: 

~ 0.2 
E 
2. 
1! 0 
e 
<;; -0.2 

-0.4 

-0.6 

-0.8 

single big PIT, 25 V , 5kHz , k=10e6 

-1 ~-::-':-::-----::-"---=-':-::---:-'-::--~-::-'::--::-7::----::L------::-':::-----=-' 
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0. 45 0.5 

time (ms) 

Fig 13. 10: measurements 25 V, 5 kHz 

single big PIT, 25 V, 5kHz, k=10e6 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0
'
8

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 
time (ms) 

The first picture in figure 13.1 0 is the rough signal obtained from the opto acoustic 
sensor. The second picture is the filtered signal. Filtering has been done in Matlab 
with a filter with a sharp cut-off frequency of 100 kHz. This cut-off frequency is set 
equal to the bandwidth of the opto-acoustic sensor in order to get the noise out of the 

FFT analysis output signal signal. To analyze this signal, a 
120 

100 

80 

40 

20 

15 20 25 
frequency (kHz) 

Fig 13 .11 : FFT analysis output signal 

times lower to achieve a 40 kHz bandwidth! 

FFT operation has been done on 
the raw data. The result shows 
which frequencies are dominant in 
the output signal (fig. 13.11 ). 
Besides the 5kHz drive frequency, 
there is a 15 kHz signal present. 
This is again the first natural 
frequency of the system. It is clear 
why the natural frequency is that 
low; the top mass is too big 
compared to the stiffness of the 
flexure. According to the 
calculations made in paragraph 
13 .2, the used mass should be 9 

There are three options now; increasing the stiffness, reducing the mass or a 
combination of both. Increasing the stiffness by applying the bigger wires is the 
easiest solution. The top mass can always be changed later. 

13.4.2 High stiffness flexure 
Replacing the thin wires by wires of a diameter of 1.4 mm increases the total stiffness 
by a factor 3. The bigger wires seem to bring up another problem. They are so stiff, 
that they are very hard to bend. It is simply not possible to mount them to the top mass 
as done in the low stiffness flexure . The wires have to be flattened by a hammer, and 
then squeezed into the top mass. 
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The new system has a much higher lateral stiffness, mounting the small PZT into this 
flexure is fairly easy and repeatable. The problem is that the small PZT does not 
generate enough force to excite the flexure in a considerable way. It is very hard to get 
a good picture of the vibration due to the noise in the measurement system. 
The only practical way to excite the stiffer flexure is by using the bigger PZT's. The 

single big PIT, 25 V, 5kHz, k=:'lle6 
o . s ,--~~-~~-~~~-~~--, 

-0.4 

-0 . 6~~--:o',--:-':-:---:-':---:-':-::---:"::---::-:-:--:"c---:-':~ 
0 0.05 0., 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 

time (ms) 

Fig 13 .12: measurements 25 V, 5 kHz, k=30e6 

single big PIT, 25 V, 5 kHz, k=30e6 
0.6 ,--~~-~~-~.,...-~-~~--. 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

e o.2 
2.-
~ 0.1 
e 
;;; 0 

-0.1 

-0.2 

-0.3 

-0.40 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.31 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 
time (ms) 1 

results of the test can be seen in figures 13.12 and 13.13. The test conditions are 
exactly the same as in the last test. The first remark concerns the maximum stroke. 

,, The total stroke is decreased due to the 
FFT analysis output signal 

higher stiffness. The FFT analysis 
shows that besides the drive frequency 
of 5 kHz, the second -domi~n 50 

40 
frequency is equal tb 25 kHz. e to 
the increase in stiffne~sj:~ ral 
frequency has been increased from 15 
to 25kHz. 
From figure 13 .12 can be concluded 
that the amplitude of the "ringing" in 
the signal is quite big, there is not 
enough damping in the system. 

But the designed 40 kHz is still not 
achieved, because the top mass is a 

factor 3 too high. The only dimension in the top mass that can be changed is the 
height, because the dimension of the PZT fixes the width and the length. Reducing the 
height of the top mass reduces is lateral stiffness. 
Reducing the height of the top mass has led to a maximum natural frequency of 3 2 
kHz. At that time the mass was approximately equal to 6e-4 kg. 

Although a natural frequency of approximately 30kHz can be reached, there was no 
overall satisfaction with this type of flexure system. There are a few explicit reasons 
for this. 

1. The experiments are mostly non-repeatable. This is due to the mounting 
procedure of the PZT. 

2. Mounting the wires into the top mass is a critical process, though it can be 
optimized, the procedure itself is also non-repeatable. 
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3. The weight of the top mass could not be reduced to the numbers used in the 
design of the flexure. Especially in the case of the low stiffness flexure the top 
mass was way to heavy. 

4. Lateral stiffness of the flexure is to low. It could never be used in an actual 
cutting process. 

5. The longitudinal stiffness of 30e6 N/m is too high. The big PZT is not capable 
of generating more effective output in terms of deflection as the small PZT, 
because its heat development is higher. 

Although the design seemed to have failed, a natural frequency of 30kHz had been 
reached and some remarkable things were seen during the experiments. Because the 
first natural frequency is twice as high as in the first design, the bandwidth of the 
system has increased dramatically. It appeared that if the pulse width is almost equal 
to the time period of the first natural frequency of the total system, ringing in the 
system disappears. 

13.5 Suppressing ringing 
Until now there has been paid hardly any attention to the influence of the "on time" of 
the pulse on the system response. The reason is that the low natural frequency of the 
first generation was so dominant that it seemed that changing the impulse width did 
not influence the output signal. In chapter 11 , a model was set up to estimate the 
output for a single PZT for different impulse widths. The major conclusion was that if 
the impulse width is equal to the resonance period of the PZT, ringing will disappear 
and a clear output signal will be the result. 
In practice, it is simply not possible to pulse a single PZT without any mechanical 
preload. Therefore, the mechanical preload will influence the resonance behavior of 

v '- ' -

the PZT and vice versa. The basic formula 11.1 , 
which was used to model an impulse driven PZT, 
is simply a solution for every longitudinally 
vibrating system. Even when it is preloaded by 
some flexure system. This has been confirmed by 
the mechanical analysis presented in paragraph 
11.2. 
This is an important conclusion, and it reveals 

... that if the PZT is pulsed by a pulse width exactly 
equal to the resonance period (Tres, see figure 

T drive 13.14) of the total system, ringing will not be 
Fig 13 .14: impulse width adjustment present in the output signal, no matter the value 

of the drive frequency (l!Tctrive). 
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This conclusion has been checked with several experiments and it is valid. For one of 
the experiments the drive frequency was equal to 11 kHz and the pulse width was 
approximately 42 /-!S, this is equal to 24kHz. The system had a first natural frequency 

1 0 
~ 

0 
.;;; -0.2 

-0.4 

-0.6 

-o 6o'----,o:-':.o=-5 -----=o....._.1 __ .,...o.1-=-5 --0::-'::2---=-'o.25· 

lime (ms) 

Fig 13.15: measurement 25V. I I kHz. T 42 us 

single big PIT, 25 V, 11kHz, k;3Qe6 , T;42us 
0 .5r---r--~--~--~---, 

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 
lime (ms) 

of approximately 25kHz. The results ofthis test can be seen in figure 13.15. 
According to the FFT analysis (fig 13.16), there is only one dominant term, the drive 
frequency of 11 kHz. The magnitude of the first natural frequency of 25 kHz is much 
smaller. This confirms the theory that ringing can be suppressed by driving the PZT at 

60 
FFT analysis oulpul signal a Certain frequency With a COnStant pulse 
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40 
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10 
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Fig 13.16: FFT analysis 

width equal to the time period of the first 
natural frequency of the system. 

This leads to another conclusion; the 
higher the natural frequency of the 
system, the smaller the pulse width and 
this means that the drive frequency can 
be increased without interference 
between the adjacent pulses. The only 
limit to this is the response time of the 
PZT. If the pulse width becomes to 
small, there will simply be no output. 

Theoretically it should now be possible to manipulate the output in such a way, that 
the output frequency is equal to the drive frequency for all frequencies up to the 
natural frequency of the system. Probably this conclusion is correct, but the pulse 
generator used in these experiments is only capable of generating a maximum pulse 
width equal to the inverse of twice the drive frequency. The reason is that the pulse 
generator is designed to activate two PZTs in series. If it would be possible to choose 
a pulse width bigger than twice the inverse of the drive frequency, the two pulses 
would overlap. So the maximum output frequency is limited by half of the natural 
frequency. 

Because of the five disadvantages named in paragraph 13.4 and the limiting factor of 
the natural frequency on the maximum drive frequency, another attempt will be made 
to design a more applicable system with a higher natural frequency. 
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14 3rd generation flexure systems 

14. 1 Introduction 
In the first and second-generation flexure systems, the types of flexure designed were 
of the translational type. In these types of flexure systems, the tool, the flexure mass 
and all masses attached to the flexure are required to follow the same high 
acceleration trajectory. Another option is to place the cutting tool at the end of a 
rotary arm. Using this system, only the cutting tool itself undergoes the highest 
acceleration while parts of the flexure are closer to the axis of rotation where they 
contribute less to the overall inertia. A lower overall inertia means a higher first 
natural frequency. To create this rotational system, a beam has to be designed which 
has a low torsional stiffness around its longitudinal axis. One of the main problems in 
this design is how to induce the force generated by the PZT into the beam. 

14. 2 Torsion of beams: theory 
The formulas presented in this section are based on the following assumptions: 

1. The bar is straight, of uniform circular section and of homogeneous material. 
2. The bar is loaded only by equal and opposite twisting couples, which are 

applied at its ends in planes normal to its axis. 
3. The bar is not stressed beyond the elastic limit. 

Looking at the cantilever beam situation in figure 14.1 the twisting angle 8 can be 
defined as: 

B=T·L 
C ·G 

tr·R 4 

C =--
2 

E 
G=---

2 · (1 + v) 

I 
I 

---~---(-!)-- t D 
~----------------~ I 

T : 
I 

L ' 

Fig 14.1: Torsion of circular beam 

[14.1] 

[14.2] 

[14.3] 

The torque on the beam (T) has to be generated by the linearly vibrating PZT. This 
means that some sort of arm has to be attached to the beam to twist it. The dimensions 
of the arm are dependent on the choice of PZT and the dimensions of the beam. 
Imagine a situation as depicted in figure 14.2: 
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In this case the momentum T, exerted on the beam is equal to: 
T = F{J ·(R+5) 

and the stroke (x) due to torsion: 
X = sin( B) . ( R + 5) ::::; e . ( R + 5) 

~ L ____ r+--~_,-----, __ _t_A-A 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fig 14.2: Flexure based on torsion 

A-A 

[14.4] 

[14.5] 

Simple elastic beam equations indicated that the design as proposed in figure 14.2 is 
not feasible. The lateral stiffness of the beam will always be in the same order of 
magnitude as the torsional stiffness. This means that a force Fp will not result in pure 
torsion but in a mix of torsion and lateral displacement. To increase the lateral 
stiffness of the beam the following setup is proposed (fig 14.3): 

h 

'"" 
,., 

I A-A 
14-'-' 

Fp 

~ 
L I 

~ ~~ 
._ D 

Fig 14.3: increased lateral stiffness 
A-A 

Because the lateral stiffness is increased the torsional stiffness will be increased too at 
constant diameter with respect to figure 14.2. The challenge is to find an optimum 
design point where a low torsional stiffness is combined with a high lateral stiffness 
and where the first natural frequency is as high as possible. 
The main design parameters are; the length (L), the diameter (D), the length of the 
arm (8) and the material used. Due to fabrication problems, the height of the arm is 
assumed to be equal to the diameter of the beam. The width of the arm is assumed to 
be a fixed value, determined by the size ofthe PZT used. In the modeling ofthe beam 
it is assumed that shear can occur over the full length of the beam, so the extension 
arm included. 

For the design in figure 14.3 equation 14.1 changes into: 

B=T·(L+w / 2) 
2·C·G 

[14.6] 

Substituting formula 14.4 into 14.6 and converting to a torsional stiffness of a beam 
with length Ls: 
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L, =2·L+w 

4·G· C 
S tm·s = (R + oY . L, 

[14.7] 

[14.8] 

In series with this torsional stiffness is the lateral stiffness of the arm; this stiffness 
can be approximated by a cantilever beam with a length of 8. 

The total stiffness at the end of the arm can now be defined as: 

s wt = F P = S tars · S arm 

s s tars + s arm 

[14.9] 

[14.10] 

The system has to be designed in such a way that this stiffness is equal to a desired 
value. Special attention has to be given to the lateral stiffness of the total structure. 
The lateral stiffness of a beam of length Ls can again be calculated from 
straightforward elastic beam formulas: 

S - 1 92 . E . J beam [ 14 .11 ] 
latbeam - L 3 

s 

Not only the stiffness has to fulfill certain demands, also the dynamical behavior of 
this system has to be optimal. Looking at the dynamical behavior of this design, two 
different design approaches can be distinguished. The first one neglects the mass of 
the extension arm and only models the torsional vibration of shafts . The second 
approach includes the influence of the arm-mass on the dynamical behavior, and 
models the beam as torsional springs. A quick calculation with fictive beam 
dimensions indicates that the first natural frequencies calculated by the second method 
are several factors lower than the ones calculated by the first method. The two 
methods overlap when the mass of the arm goes to zero. 
Because the mass of the arm seems to be critical in the calculation of the first natural 
frequency of the total system, the second method will be used and explained. 

The dynamical model of figure 14.4: 

The differential equation of motion for this 
undamped system becomes: 

J·B=-2·k·B [14.12] 

k The mass moment of inertia (J) is equal to the mass 
moment of inertia of the arm plus one third of the 
mass moment of inertia of each torsional beam. 

Fig 14.4: Dynamical model 

2 
J = J arm + 3 · J beam 

J heam = m beam · R
2 

[14.13] 

[14.14] 

The calculation of the mass moment of inertia of the extension arm is slightly more 
complicated. To calculate it, the total arm has been divided into two sections. One 
section (I) with a length equal to R+8, and a second section (II) with a length ofR. 
This yields: 
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J arm = J l + J ll = [ 7~ (h 2 
+ 4 · (R + 0)

2 
)] + [ 7; (h 2 

+ 4 · R
2 

)] [14.15] 

The stiffness of each torsional beam with length L+w/2 is equal to: 

k= G ·C =-2-·G_·_C 
L+w / 2 L, 

[14.16] 

with the parameters G, C and Ls as defined in equations 14.2 ,14.3 and 14.7. 
From equation 14 .12, the first natural frequency is known as: 

J; =-1_.J2·k 
2 · Jr J 

[14.17] 

Now it is possible to calculate the total length L5 from a desired natural frequency . 
This length can in tum be used to calculate the stiffness of the beam. This has been 
done in Matlab. Figure 14.5 gives a summary ofthe mathematical model used. 

Stat fl o, w 

,r , , .. 

FP stors. s arm J; =-1_ .J2 ·k slot =- = 
s stors + s arm 2 ·Jr J 

D L, 
,lr 

Fig 14.5: Mathematical design procedure 

Special attention has to be paid to other vibrational modes that can be excited. If the 
beam gets too long and slender, a lateral natural bending mode can occur, which is 
lower than the desired natural frequency. A second point of concern is the length of 
the arm. Again, if the arm gets too long and slender the cantilever beam may vibrate 
at a natural frequency, which is lower than the desired one. These first natural 
frequencies can be calculated from easy to apply formulas provided by Blevins [23]. 

The first lateral natural frequency of a clamped-clamped beam loaded by a center 
mass can be approximated by: 

{' _ ~ 3 · E · ] beam 
J t - 3 

1r L, ·(m+0.37·m6 ) 

[14.18] 
where m is equal to the mass of the arm of length 6 and mb is equal to the mass of the 
total beam of length L5• 
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The first lateral natural frequency of a cantilever beam can be estimated by: 

£· f arm 

P · A arm 

[14.19] 

where A- 1 is equal to 1.875. 

14.3 Torsion of beams: Simulation results 
The model as described in paragraph 14.2 can now be used to design a torsional 
flexure system. The dimensions and parameters in table 14.1 are necessary input into 
the model: 
The dimensions of the arm are chosen in such a way that any of the two types ofPZTs 
can be used to vibrate the flexure system. 

Table 14.1: Model inputs 
Parameter Value 
Material Mild steel 
o [mm] 4 
w [mm] 3 
h [mm] D 
Stot (N/m) 10e6 
fl (kHz) 40 

The calculation results in two major outputs as can be seen in figure 14.5, namely the 
diameter of the beam and the length of it. 

To find the dimensions of the flexure where the desired natural frequency and the 
desired stiffness are attained, two plots have been created (fig 14.6). In the first plot 
the total stiffness (Stot) as function of the diameter has been calculated, and in the 
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Fig 14.6: Stiffness and length as function of diameter 

second plot the length of the beam (Ls) as function of the diameter has been plotted. 
Off course these two plots are interrelated because the stiffness is dependent on the 
length of the beam. This implicates that they-values have to be determined by using 
the same frequency line in both plots. 
One can notice that for a system with an infinite high natural frequency the length 
goes to zero and the diameter goes to infinity. This means that there should be some 
point where the flexure has specific dimensions, so it still has high manufacturability 
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on a standard lathe. From figure 14.6 can be concluded that a system with a first 
natural frequency of 40 kHz and a stiffness of 1 Oe6 N/m has such dimensions. Mostly 
for all other cases, there will be a conflict between the width of the arm and the total 
length of the flexure. 
Table 14.2 summarizes al data available ofthis design from the calculations as 
presented in paragraph 14.2. 

Table 14.2 Overview design results 
Parameter Equation Unit Value 

Total Stiffness 14.10 N/m 10e6 
First natural freq . 14.17 kHz 40 

Diameter mm 3.2 
Total length mm 9 

Lateral Stiffness 14.11 N/m 287e6 
beam 

Lateral Stiffness arm 14.9 N/m 80.6e6 
Torsional Stiffness 14.8 N/m 11.8e6 
Lateral 1st natural 14.18 kHz 120 

freq . beam 
Lateral 1st natural 14.19 kHz 167 

freq . arm 

The actual design has been machined and is depicted in figure 14.7 and appendix H. It 
can be used on the base of the 2nd generation design. 

Fig 14.7: actual design torsional flex'UTe system 

Looking at table 14.2 the following remarks concerning the design can be made: 
1. The lateral stiffness of the beam is approximately 30 times higher than the 

desired stiffness of 1 Oe6 N/m 
2. The lateral stiffness of the arm is approximately 8 times higher than the 

desired torsional stiffness of 1 Oe6 N/m 
3. Remarks 1 and 2 indicate that the torsional stiffness of approximately 12e6 is 

absolutely the lowest one in the system. 
4. The 1st lateral natural frequency of both the beam and the arm are at least 3 

times higher than the expected torsional natural frequency of 40 kHz. 
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14.4 Measurements and results 3'd generation 

14.4.1 Choice of PZTs 

Again two types ofPZT can be used in these experiments. The small PZT has the 
advantage of a small mounting surface, so no additional elements are needed to 
actuate the system (as shown in figure 14.7). The big PZT should have an extra 
element on top of the PZT to transfer the generated force to a point load. That element 
introduces extra mass to the system and drops the natural frequency of the system 
drastically. If no extra element is placed on top of the big PZT it appears that its 
maximized output is not any higher than the small PZT. Although the big PZT 
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15 
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Fig 14.8: maximized displacement as function of drive frequency 

20 

generates more force, it also heats up faster. If the maximized displacement is defined 
as a certain stroke at a certain frequency at which the PZT heats up to 80 °C, it 
appears that the maximized displacement for both the PZTs are the same. This can be 
seen in figure 14.8. Because the smallest PZT has the lowest moveable mass and 
capacitance, that one should be used preferably. 

14.4.2 Frequency response 

To determine the first natural frequency of this system the same sort oftests as used in 
the last 2 chapters are applied. When the system is hit by a pulse of any width (as long 
as it is not equal to the time period of the natural frequency of the system) ringing in 
the system will occur. When the drive frequency is below the first natural frequency, 
resonance will be dominant in the signal. The frequency of this resonant ringing is 
equal to the first natural frequency, and can be determined by an FFT analysis of the 
output signal. I Y 
In the following experiments a single small AE0203D08 PZT is used to actuate the 1 

flexure. Setting up the PZT in the flexure is a process with a high repeatability. This is \
1 

due to the parallelism of the two surfaces the PZT is placed in between. ~ 

Note that the measurements are conducted at 50V at 5 kHz instead of 25 V at 5 kHz 
as in the last two chapters. , r 
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The results of the test can be seen in figure 14.9. Again it is clear that there is a 
resonant ringing present throughout the whole signal. The frequency of this resonant 

single small PZT, 50 V, 5 kHz 
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Fig 14.9: measurements 5kHz, 50 V 
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ringing can again be estimated by looking at the FFT analysis of the raw data. Figure 
FFT analysis output signal 14.1 0 shows the FFT analysis. Because 

120 5 kHz is equal to the drive frequency, 
the second dominant peak in the plot 

100 

80 

20 

has to be equal to the resonant ringing 
frequency. This indicates~~ 'I 
approximately 50 kHz is~!:_~~ 
natural frequency ofthe system. Note 
that this frequency is higher than the 
designed 40 kHz. It is possible that the 
model used is not correct but another 
obvious reason is the increased 

Fig 14.10: FFT analysis 

stiffness of the flexure due to the 
preloading of the PZT. 

These results look extremely promising, but keep in mind that the magnitude of the 
resonant ringing is still considerable. 

14.4.3 Stiffness 
The first remark that has to be made regards the stiffness of the system. Theoretically 
it is possible to built a system with an infinitely high natural frequency, but it stiffness 
will be infinitely high too! So to compare the different flexures that have been 
developed until now, stiffness should always be kept in mind. This raises the problem 
how to measure the stiffness. The stiffness could be measured by placing a loadcell 
between the setscrew and the moveable mass, or by loading the moveable mass by 
gravity. Both methods bring up some problems. 
Using a loadcell to measure the stiffness is simply not possible because there are no 
loadcells available, which are so small that they can fit in between the setscrew and 
the moveable mass. 
Using masses to mea the stiffness could be applied, but note that a stiffness of 
1 Oe6 N/m requires · k o excite it 1 )lm! This means that the flexure has to be 
loaded by at leas;'( 20 to get only 2 data points in an acceptable range. A complete 
new experiment h be designed to do it, and the time limit did not allow this. 
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The easiest way to compare the performance in terms of output of the different 
flexures is looking at the peak-to-peak deviation at a constant voltage and frequency. 
This method does not create absolute values of stiffness, but it makes it possible to 
compare the different flexures (see table 14.3). 

Table 14.3: Peak-to-peak displacement at 5 kHz, 25 V, measured 
with opto acoustic sensor 

Type of flexure Displacement (11m) 
2nd generation, wire system, big 1 

PZT 
3 rd generation, torsional system, 0.9 

small PZT 

From table 14.3 can be concluded that the output of the third generation is 
approximately the same as the second generation. So compared to the second 
generation the third generation is favorable because its natural frequency is 
approximately 1. 7 times higher. In this review the first generation is not discussed 
because the measurement method was different, instead of the opto acoustic sensor 
the cap gage was used. 

14.5 Optimizing the output signal 
As can been seen in paragraph 13.5, it is possible to actuate the system in such a way 
that the only dominant term in the output signal is the drive frequency itself. If the 
width of a single pulse is chosen to be equal to the time period of the first natural 
frequency of the structure, ringing will disappear. 
Because the first natural frequency of the torsional flexure is equal to 50 kHz, a pulse 
width of approximately 20 j.tS should be used to excite the flexure. 

single small Prr, 50 V, 5 kHz, T=25us 
1.4 .--~~~~~~-~~-~~---, 

single small Prr, 50 V, 5 kHz, T=25us 
1.2 .--~~----=~~-..--~~~-~--. 
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m 
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Fig 14.11 : measurements 5 kHz, 50 V, T=25 flS 

In figure 14.11 the results are shown of a single small PZT loaded by a 50 V, 5kHz 
pulse signal. The pulse width is equal to 25 j.tS. 

The result is an output, which consists of clear pulses of a frequency equal to the drive 
frequency. The reason that the pulse width is slightly higher than expected probably 
has to do with the non-perfect shape of the pulse. The width of the pulse (T meas) is 
measured from the two intersections with the x-axis. 
Because the input signal, a pulse, has a certain rise and decay time, an average 
rectangular pulse would have a smaller pulse width ofTeq (see figure 14.12). 
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v 

Fig 14.12: impulse representation 

One of the main worries in impulse 
operation ofPZTs, and especially with 
decreasing impulse width, is the response 
time of the system. If the rise time is too 
long, the PZT cannot generate its maximum 
force. When half of the impulse width is 
smaller than the rise time of the PZT, the 
optimal stroke will be aborted. The pulse is 
cancelled before the system has reached its 
maximum displacement. This results in a 
smaller stroke. 
Paragraph 9.3 concluded that the rise time 
of a PZT is approximately equal to 1/3 of 
its resonant frequency. Let's assume that 
this statement is also true for PZT systems. 

The nominal resonant frequency of the system is equal to 50 kHz. So the expected rise 
time: 

1 
t rise = 3 = 6. 7 j..lS 

3·50e 
The nominal "on time" ofhalfthe pulse is equal to: 

1 
= 10 tal/owed = 2 . 50e3 f..LS 

It appears that the rise time of the system is fast enough. So in the adjusted pulse 
width case the maximum stroke is obtained at any drive frequency. 

The maximum drive frequency is limited by the width of the pulse, as mentioned in 
paragraph 13.5. Note that this is a result of the design of the pulse generator, and it 
could be changed any time. For this design it results in a maximum drive frequency of 
25kHz in the pulse width adjusted case. 

So up to 25 kHz, the signal can be adjusted in such a way that an almost exact pulse 
pattern, with a frequency equal to the drive frequency, will result. If an output 
frequency higher than 25 kHz should be obtained, there are two possibilities. 

1. Apply the technique as proposed in paragraph 1 0.2. Put two PZTs in series, 
and run them both on a specific frequency. The two PZTs together generate an 
output frequency twice as high as the drive frequency. Because the PZTs can 
both run at a lower frequency, they can generate more force than one single 
PZT could do at the same output frequency. 

2. Rebuild the pulse generator so the pulse width can be adjusted to be equal to 
the inverse of the drive frequency. In that way a single PZT can be run up to 
50 kHz in pulse adjusted mode. The disadvantage of this idea is the 
performance of the PZT at high frequencies. 

Because the advantages of point 1 are already clear from former sections like 
paragraph 1 0 .2, the next paragraph will discuss the details of this technique applied to 
the torsional flexure system. 
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Another question is the maximum stroke as function of frequency . This question is 
already answered in figure 14.8, which was used to indicate the difference between 
the small and the big PZT. In figure 14. 13 this figure can be seen again, but now the 
maximum drive voltage at a certain frequency is included. The maximum drive 
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Fig 14.13 : Maximum displacement-voltage small PZT 

frequency in the plot is 20kHz, above this value the output of the system is so low 
that measuring it becomes impossible due to the noise of the optoacoustic sensor. 
The maximum peak-to-peak displacement is equal to approximately 5 ~J.m at 80 V. 
The minimum value is measured at 20 kHz and is equal to 1 ~J.m at 18 Volts. At both 
these conditions the maximum temperature of the PZT was 80 oc. There is no I 0u r ~ 
information available about reliability of the PZT at this temperature. 

1 
l 

~ ~r 
14.6 Impulse adjusted input mode with two PZTs in series 
In paragraph 10.2 and 12.7 the idea of running two PZTs in series was explained. In 
this paragraph that idea is combined with the idea presented in paragraph 13 .5, 
adjusting the pulse width of the input signal to avoid ringing. 
It seems that the observation that ringing disappears when the pulse width is adjusted 
correctly, perfectly suits the theory of two PZTs in series. The appliance of two PZTs 
in series requires that the signals of the separate PZTs do not interfere. This 
requirement is fulfilled by adjusting the pulse width to be equal to the inverse of the 
natural frequency of the system. 
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In figure 14.14 the results of a test can be seen, in which two PZTs, both running at 5 
kHz at 25 V, generate an output signal of 10kHz. Because the pulse width has been 
fit to cancel out ringing, the output signals of each individual PZT do not interfere 
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Fig 14.14: Measurements double PZT, 25 V, 5kHz 
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with each other. An almost perfect output signal is 

double small PIT, 25 V, 5kHz 
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the result, "almost" because some slight ringing in L 
between the pulses can be monitored. The ringing 
phenomena can be explained by looking at the 
mass a single PZT has to move. If a pulse hits PZT 2 (see fig. 14.14), it only has to 
accelerate the mass of the flexure, but when PZT 1 is activated, it has to move the 
mass of the flexure and the mass ofPZT 2. So when PZT 2 hits the system it will have 
a higher natural frequency compared to when PZT 1 hits it. If a pulse generator can be 
designed with a separate variable pulse width on every channel, each PZT can be 
adjusted independently to cancel out ringing. 
There also seems to be an irregularity in the maximum output voltage of each PZT. 
As can be observed, the maximum outputs ofthe PZTs are slightly different. It 
appears that PZT nr. 2, generates a more effective force than PZT nr. 1, the one 
attached to the setting screw. Interchanging the PZTs does not change this behavior; it 
is inherent to the setup. The explanation for this behavior should again be sought in 
the amount of moveable mass. PZT 1 has to move more mass than PZT 2. Because 
the amount of mass is higher, the acceleration is lower, so in a certain time interval 
PZT 1 generates less stroke than PZT 2. Generating more force in that time interval 
can compensate this; PZT 1 should be run at a higher voltage than PZT 2. So the 
solution is to make the drive voltage variable and independent on each channel. 
Because of the change in setup, the first natural frequency of 50 kHz cannot be 
achieved. It is not possible anymore to speak about one single natural frequency of the 
system, because of the irregularity in active moving masses. The most critical natural 
frequency, though, is still the lowest one, and that one appears when PZT 1 is 
activated. Note that also the natural frequency when PZT 2 is activated is lowered, 
this is due to the lower overall stiffness, a result of the introduction of PZT 1 to the 
system. 
It appears that the natural frequency has dropped from 50 kHz to 35kHz. The 
maximum drive frequency of a single PZT is limited to approximately 17 kHz, so the 
maximum output frequency is equal to the resonance frequency; 35kHz. From figure 
14.13 can be seen that the peak-to-peak displacement will be equal to approximately 1 
~-tm at least. 
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14. 7 Suggestions to optimize the current design 

The current design can be pulsed in two different ways, both with their own 
performances: 

1. Single PZT mode; 
a. Maximum drive frequency: 25 kHz 
b. Minimum displacement at maximum drive frequency:~ 0.7 J.lm 

2. Double PZT mode; 
a. Maximum drive frequency : 17 kHz 
b. Maximum output frequency: 35kHz 
c. Minimum displacement at maximum output frequency: ~ 1.2 J.lm 

Referring to paragraph 8.1 this yields for the cutting speed at the highest frequency: 

T-'; ,max =A· 2 · 1[ · f.nax ~ 3.5 m/min [14.20] 

V2,max =A· 2 ·tr · l.nax ~ 8 m/min [14.21] 

In paragraph 8.1 the minimum cutting speed in diamond turning was defined to be 
equal to 3 m/min. The maximum cutting speed is 50 m/min. 
So it seems that both systems fulfill the requirements to do ultrasonic vibration 
cutting. But the maximum cutting speed is very low. Besides the low cutting speed in 
actual cutting experiments the output of the system is still not optimal (see paragraph 
14.6). What can be done to optimize the output of this pulse width adjusted torsional 
system, in order to make it more applicable in ultrasonic vibration cutting? 

1. Increase the natural frequency of the torsional system. This will lead to a 
higher bandwidth, so a higher maximum drive frequency of the system. A 
higher natural frequency might be more damped, so that the amplitude of 
ringing in the system (if present) will be lower. The main reason to increase 
the natural frequency is the extra mass on the system introduced by the 
diamond-cutting tool. All the analyses until now have been performed without 
an extra mass. The extra mass is unavoidable when actual cutting should be 
done. So increasing the natural frequency by changing the design should 
compensate the extra mass on the system. Increasing the natural frequency 
might be achieved by the following ideas: 

a. Use of materials with the same Young's modulus, but a lower density. 
A look at appendix D shows that the use of carbon fibers is a good 
opportunity. 

b. Using hollow shafts and other type of extension arms. The idea is to 
create the same stiffness with less inertia or mass. Take a look at the 
rotational shaft. The torsional constant C, is a function of the radius to 
the power four. This means that the most effective material is located 
at the outer side of the shaft. Taking material away from the center 
hardly influences the stiffness. But it does influence the moveable 
mass, so the torsional natural frequency. The same idea is valid for the 
extension arm. A rigid arm like used in this design is stiff, but also 
heavy. Other structures should be reviewed to use them to create a stiff 
but low extension arm. A simple solution would be to hollow the 
extension arm. 

c. There might be a better configuration of dimensions than used in this 
design. The model used to design this flexure seems to be reasonable, 
but has not been checked for several different dimensions. It only 
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seems to approximate one situation. If the model is correct, this is the 
most optimal design. If it is not correct, there might be another flexure 
with other dimensions and a higher natural frequency at the same 
stiffness. 

2. Redesign the pulse generator and amplifier electronics. When using two PZTs 
in series to actuate the flexure the effective output of each PZT is different, as 
concluded in paragraph 14.6. This means that the amplitude and impulse "on 
time" should be adjusted independently of each other. At the same time when 
redesigning the electronics, the impulse width should not be limited by twice 
the drive frequency, as is the case now. The maximum pulse width has to be 
equal to the inverse of the drive frequency. In this way it is virtually possible 
to create a constant voltage signal. 
Note that if the natural frequency of the system is increased, the adjusted pulse 
width becomes smaller and smaller. This requires faster rise times of the pulse 
generator, resulting in a more perfect pulse. 

3. The output in terms of stroke is still not sufficient. To obtain a bigger stroke 
there are mainly two solutions: 

a. Decrease the stiffness of the flexure with constant natural frequency. 
The solution is the same as proposed under point nr. 1. Instead of 
increasing the natural frequency the same techniques can be used to 
achieve a lower stiffness with constant high natural frequency. Off 
course there has to be some trade off between the two design 
specifications. In an optimal design, the new flexure has a lower 
stiffness and a higher natural frequency. In that way a mass in the form 
of a cutting tool can be added without ruining the output signal and a 
high stroke can be obtained due to the lower stiffness. 

b. Active cooling of the PZT. At this moment the heat development in the 
PZT is the limiting factor to increase the stroke at the present design. If 
a technique can be applied which conducts energy from the PZT to 
another media, the input voltage can be increased at a certain drive 
frequency, resulting in more force generation, so a bigger stroke. As 
already mentioned in paragraph 10.1 , it is not easy to actively cool a 
PZT. Using a ring actuator is the best solution, but using that type of 
PZT requires an element on top of the PZT to transfer the generated 
force into the flexure. Such an element again has mass, reducing the 
natural frequency of the system. 
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14.8 Future work and uncertainties 
Unfortunately, the flexure as it is now, cannot be applied in an ultrasonic vibration 
cutting process. That's why no actual cutting experiments have been conducted. 
Though, a new technique has been presented, which can be used to do fundamental 
research in the ultrasonic vibration-cutting field. The technique makes it possible to 
change frequency and amplitude, within their limits, during cutting. 

In paragraph 14.7 several propositions have been made to actually use the technology 
to do cutting experiments. Looking at the number of propositions and their 
complexity, it is clear that the research is still in the first, exploration phase. At some 
time a decision has to be made if the research is going to be continued. What are the 
uncertainties that can influence this decision? 

First of all, it is not certain if the desired amplitudes at higher drive frequencies can be 
obtained. For further researches this is going to be the biggest challenge. Combining a 
higher output of the system, with a higher natural frequency is the ultimate goal. The 
extra mass introduced to the system by the diamond tool is going to be a critical factor 
regarding frequency response. 

Secondly, it must be understood, that it is still unclear if the impulse output of the 
signal really reduces tool wear. All former ultrasonic vibration systems were using 
sinusoidal waves to reduce tool wear. It is possible that the huge accelerations due to 
the impulses even worse the tool wear. The huge accelerations of the structure could 
increase chipping. The chipping is a result of impact forces, when the tool enters the 
material. 

A third point of interest is the reliability of the system. The PZTs are pushed to the 
end at this moment. Operating temperatures up to 80°C are normal. For how long do 
they last in a setup, and is their output as force generation stable over time? 

Over viewing this report leads to the conclusion that some new concepts have been 
developed regarding ultrasonic vibration cutting. Though the technique is not directly 
applicable in cutting experiments, a good basis has been provided for further research 
and developing. 

The technique of double in series PZT operation, together with an impulse width 
adjusted input signal and a torsional flexure seems to be very promising to reveal the 
many questions still unanswered regarding ultrasonic vibration cutting. 
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Conclusion part II 

The main goal was to build an ultrasonically vibrating tool which stroke, frequency 
and mode can be changed within a certain range. The first assumption that has been 
made concerns the vibrating mode. This research has been focusing on linear 
vibrations only. Once the knowledge of linear vibration cutting has been obtained, the 
technique can be broadened to use it in elliptical vibration cutting. 

In order to vibrate a flexure at any given frequency with a certain stroke, a flexure has 
to be designed with a low stiffness and an extremely high natural frequency 
(bandwidth>40 kHz). When the first natural frequency of the flexure is high enough, 
the amplitude of the resonant frequency in the output signal will be low so the output 
is approximately equal to the input. Three different sorts of flexures have been 
designed. It appeared that the third design, a torsional flexure is the one with the best 
stiffness-natural frequency ratio. Dependent on the setup, but bandwidths up to 50 
kHz have been reached. 

The second problem is the control of the flexure. Piezoelectric devices can be used to 
generate a force at high frequencies, except that normally the force generation at high !' 

freque_ncies_is not bi~ enough to ~xcite a flexure: A possible s?lution_ is to use several J. / . v., 
PZTs m senes, runmng at a certam frequency with a pulse as mput signal. If the j /l_/'7 ~ 
output signals of the separate PZTs do not interfere, a multiplication (dependent on ' 
the number ofPZTs in series) ofthe drive frequency results. Because each PZT is 
running at a lower frequency than the actual output frequency, the heat development 
in the PZTs is lower. A higher output frequency and/or higher stroke is the result. 

The third point of interest is the response of a certain flexure to an impulse input. The 
impulse input disturbs a very broad range of frequencies. This results in resonant 
ringing in between two impulses in the output signal. The frequency of this ringing is 
equal to the first natural frequency of the system. It appears, from theory and 
experiments that a pulse width adjusted to be equal to the time period of the first 
natural frequency of that flexure suppresses ringing almost completely. This theory 
can be used to generate an almost perfect output signal. 

Combining the three ideas presented above; a flexure with a high natural frequency, 
pulsed PZTs in series and a pulse width adjusted input signal results in a system, 
which has a variable output frequency and adjustable stroke. The system designed has 
a maximum output frequency of 3 5 kHz. The minimal output stroke at that value is 
equal to approximately 1.2 J-tm. 

No actual cutting experiments have been done, because the output signal of the 
system is not optimal. Some suggestions have been proposed to improve the output 
signal, so the tool can be used to actually perform cutting tests and derive 
relationships between cutting frequency and stroke on the one hand, and tool wear and 
cutting forces on the other hand. 
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Appendix A: Design of an ultrasonically linear vibrated 
tool 

/ , 
I 

I 

) 
/ 

Fig. 3. Illustration of a newly fabricated ultrasonic vibration cuttimg tool 
system with high rigidity (1: bolted Langevin-type transducer, 2: ultrrasonic 
vibration generator, 3: tool shank, 4: cutting insert, 5: tool holder, 16: tool 
fixing blocks, 7: clamping bolts, 8: tool post). 
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Appendix 8: Cutting experiments: a comparison 
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Figure 6: Life of diamond tools. Workpiece: Hardened die 
steel (JIS: SUS420J2), HRC39. Feed rate: 10 ~rev. 

Depth of cut: 10 ~-Cutting speed: 2.5 mlmin. Tool: nose 
radius of 1 mm, rake angle of oo and relief angle of 15° . 
Vibration: circular locus with radius of 3.5 Jllll, or linear 
locus with amplitude of 3.5 J.UI1 and at 20.4 kHz. 
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Appendix C: Understanding the forming of an ellipse 
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y(t) = b*cos(ro*t + 8) 
z (t)= c*t 

r(t) = x(t) + y(t) + z(t) 
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Appendix D: Material properties 

Material 1>roperties 
Material Elastic Modulus Densitl, Poisson ratio 

[GPa] [Kg/m] 
Aluminum 6061-T6 73 2700 0,33 

Steel AISI C 1 020 210 7850 0,3 
Titanium 100 4850 0,3 

B120VCA 
Thornel T-300C 231 1760 0,3 
pan-based fiber 

Nylon 6/6 extruded 3 1134 0,3 
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Appendix E: List of symbols 

Symbol Description Unit 
(J) Angular frequency rad/s 

p Density kglm3 

E Permittivity Flm 
8 Dielectric loss 

<p Phase difference rad 

v Poisson ratio 
a Amplitude m 
A Area mL 
c Capacitance F 
D Diameter m 
D Electric displacement m 
d Strain coefficient rnN 
d Damping factor kg/s 
E Elastic modulus Nlm1 

E Electric field V/m 
F Force N 
f Frequency Hz 
G Shear modulus NlmL 
g Voltage coefficient Vm/N 
I Moment of inertia m4 

K Relative permittivity 
k Coupling coefficient 
k Stiffness N/m 
L Length m 
M Moment Nm 
m Mass kg 
M mass kg 
n Rpm rev/s 
p Pressure Pa 
p Power w 
R Resistance Q 

T Temperature K 
t Time s 
t Thickness m 
u Voltage v 
v Cutting speed m/s 
v Velocity mls 
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Appendix F: 1st generation flexure 
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Appendix G1 : 2"d generation flexure EDM operation 
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Appendix G2: 2"d generation flexure wire system 
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Appendix H: 3rd generation flexure 
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